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EQUILIBRIA AND QUASI-EQUILIBRIA FOR INFINITE COLLECTIONS
OF INTERACTING FLEMING-VIOT PROCESSES

DONALD A. DAWSON, ANDREAS GREVEN, AND JEAN VAILLANCOURT

Abstract. In this paper of infinite systems of interacting measure-valued dif-

fusions each with state space ¿^([O, 1]), the set of probability measures on

[0, 1], is constructed and analysed (Fleming-Viot systems). These systems arise

as diffusion limits of population genetics models with infinitely many possible

types of individuals (labelled by [0, 1]), spatially distributed over a countable

collection of sites and evolving as follows. Individuals can migrate between

sites and after an exponential waiting time a colony replaces its population by a

new generation where the types are assigned by resampling from the empirical

distribution of types at this site.

It is proved that, depending on recurrence versus transience properties of the

migration mechanism, the system either clusters as r —> oo , that is, converges

in distribution to a law concentrated on the states in which all components are

equal to some Su , « £ [0, 1], or the system approaches a nontrivial equi-

librium state. The properties of the equilibrium states, respectively the cluster

formation, are studied by letting a parameter in the migration mechanism tend

to infinity and explicitly identifying the limiting dynamics in a sequence of dif-

ferent space-time scales. These limiting dynamics have stationary states which

are quasi-equiiibria of the original system, that is, change only in longer time

scales. Properties of these quasi-equilibria are derived and related to the global

equilibrium process for large N. Finally we establish that the Fleming-Viot

systems are the unique dynamics which remain invariant under the associated

space-time renormalization procedure.

0. Introduction

(a) Background and motivation. In the present paper, we construct a system

consisting of countably many interacting Fleming-Viot processes. Each compo-

nent takes values in the space of probability measures on a compact space, say

[0, 1 ]. This model arises as the diffusion limit of the following model from

population genetics. The population is spatially distributed among a collection

of colonies in which there are individuals of various genetic types and these

types are labelled via values in [0,1]. The types of individuals in the next

generation in each colony are obtained by sampling according to the empiri-

cal frequency of current types within the colony. In addition individuals can

migrate between colonies.
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Depending on the strength of the migration relative to the resampling, the

system either clusters, that is, regions consisting of colonies of a single type grow

unboundedly, or an equilibrium exists (stability), which preserves the initial

spatial frequency of types even in the limit t —> oo . It is this longterm behavior

that we want to understand better and to analyse in more detail. There are

two main guiding ideas behind our approach: multiple space-time analysis and

renormalization. We now explain these two viewpoints.

(i) In general it is difficult to completely describe the space-time structure of

interacting systems in equilibrium when the components are dependent. Previ-

ously, attempts have been made to get around this by averaging over components

to obtain limiting Gaussian fields which are easier to describe. We shall take a

different approach in this paper. It turns out that the system displays the fea-

ture that after long time spans a sequence of states occur which when viewed

locally remain almost stationary over long periods of time and which are easier

to describe since they are determined by simple macroscopic variables (block

averages). The later we look at the system the more closely the corresponding

quasi-stationary system resembles the real equilibrium space-time process.

We construct the quasi-equilibria by considering a sequence of space and

time scales (multiple space-time scale analysis). This way we obtain a sequence

of renormalized systems. After taking a limit of a parameter tending to in-

finity we obtain a sequence of limiting dynamics whose equilibria generate a

sequence of distributions of components which we call the interaction chain.

We read off many qualitative properties of the system from this object since

it also gives a sufficiently precise description of the space-time structure of the

equilibrium process. The interaction chain contains the essence of the space-

time dependence structure of the system in equilibrium and therefore we view

it as a central object in the study of interacting systems. (Compare Dawson and

Grevan (1933b), Dawson and Greven (1993c) for applications of these ideas

to interacting diffusions.) The quasi-equilibria can be described explicitly as

equilibria for independent Fleming-Viot processes with immigration evolving in

a random medium which provides the sources of immigration. As mentioned

already, in order to carry out the above program, we consider a limit of a

sequence of systems of countably many Fleming-Viot processes, in which the

range of migration increases unboundedly; we refer to this as the mean-field

limit even though all systems considered will have infinitely many components.

The multiple space-time scale analysis also allows us to study via the in-

teraction chain some typical features of this system with infinite-dimensional

components. In particular in the stable case we can make precise statements

about the spatial density of a specific type observed in a certain colony and

about the number of distinct types per volume which make up a significant part

of the population in a large volume, in the case of clustering we find that the

sizes of the monotype regions grow at different scales, which we also determine.

(ii) Next we turn to the renormalization viewpoint which is another impor-

tant feature related to the multiple space-time scale analysis. Many qualitative

properties of evolutions involving linearly interacting components are shared

by an entire class of evolutions which is called a universality class. In order to

explain this phenomenon we view the multiple space-time scale analysis as a

renormalization procedure. We form averages over blocks (space-scaling) and

change the time scale. This gives a new interacting system. The procedure is re-
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peated and then we take the limiting case in which the range of migration tends

to infinity. This yields a sequence of evolutions each belonging to a particular

block average and time scale. If we start with Fleming-Viot systems, all elements

of the sequence are also processes of that type. We prove that this property is

characteristic for Fleming-Viot systems. We cannot yet prove that other dynam-

ics lead to a sequence converging to the same fixed point in sufficiently strong

topologies which would demonstrate the universality of all qualitative proper-

ties of the behavior for large times. However we do get partial results and for

the simpler case of a two type system such an analysis has been carried out

completely (Dawson and Greven (1993c), Bâillon et al. (1994)). It is this per-

spective that motivates us to use methods of proof for the multiple space-time

scale analysis which can be easily adapted to more general processes—we avoid

using the special features of the Fleming-Viot process.

Let us outline the rest of this chapter. We continue in subsection (b) to

construct the model (Theorem 0.0), in (c) we study the behavior as t —* oo

(Theorem 0.1), in section (d) we introduce the multiple space-time scale anal-

ysis (Theorems 0.2, 0.3) which we extend in (e) to construct quasi-equilibria

and finally in (f)-(h) we study the qualitative properties of the quasi-equilibria

via the interaction chain (Theorems 0.5-0.10). In subsection (i) we discuss

extensions and open problems.

(b) The model. We consider an interacting system with a countable number

of components (subpopulations at spatially distributed sites), where the com-

ponents shall take values in ^([0, 1]), the space of probability measures on

[0, 1]. Thus the state space of our process is 3d([0, I])1 with / a countable

set. Such processes arise as diffusion limits of discrete time genetic models

with a continuum (namely [0, 1]) of possible types and evolution driven by

resampling within colonies (components) and migration between components

(cf. Ethier and Kurtz (1986, Chapter 10) for an introduction to diffusion lim-

its of genetic models and Vaillancourt (1990) for the diffusion limit of genetic

models with migration). We introduce in (i)-(iv) below the ingredients needed

for a formal definition of the model.

(i) There are two natural candidates for the index set I for the components

of our interacting systems: one is Z" and the other is the so-called hierarchical

group Qn (where N is a fixed parameter), which is defined as follows:

(0.1)
nN = {{|i = (6,&, ...),& €N, 0<í/ < N- 1, 3Ao with $ = 0 Vj > ko}.

We view ÇlN as an abelian group by defining addition as the componentwise

addition of natural numbers modulo N. For £,, £' e ÇlN define the hierarchical

distance

(0.2)        rf(í,í'),:=inf(*-l^^<,V;>fc),    where k e {1, 2,...}.

The element Ç = (Ç\,Ç2, ...) represents the £]-individual in the ¿^-family

of the ¿3-clan in the ^-village.... In the genetics context this hierarchical

structure is more natural than the structure of Z" with the euclidean notion of

distance. Note that each Q/v can be viewed as a subset of Ü.M for M > N

and ÎÎoo = Ua/^Ç(N)n.
(ii) In order to describe the interaction (migration) between the components

we use a random walk transition kernel on / (= Z" or Q.^) denoted by a(-, •),
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with the property

a(í,í')e[0, 1],    fl(i,f') = a(0,i-O,

(0.3) 5>(0,í) = l,     *£(an(0,t) + a"(S,0))>0   V£.
í n=0

(Hi) We shall define a Markov process X = (X(¿))í>o (the Fleming-Viot pro-

cess with interacting components) on the state space (endowed with the product
topology)

(0.4) E = (^([0,1]))'

via a martingale problem. We introduce the following notation: an element

of E is written x = (x^)i€I with Xç € ^([0, 1]) and variables in [0,1] are

denoted by u, v . The collection of continuous functions from [0, T] into E

is denoted by C([0, T], E), (pathspace).
(iv) In order to define the generator L of X we introduce three objects: the

algebra s/ of functions F on E which are linear combinations of functions

of the form

(0.5)
/"'       /"'

F(x)=      •••/   f(u\, ... , um)xi{i)(dui) ■ ■ ■ xi{m)(dum),       / e C([0, l]m),
Jo      Jo

where (£(i))/=i.m is any finite collection of elements in /. This includes, for

example, functions of the form

m      »i

F(x) = T[ /   ua'xí{i)(du),        a¡ e N.

Giving E(F) for all Fes/ determines uniquely a law on (â°([0, \]))'. We

define the diffusion coefficient, QX((-, ■), to be the signed measure on [0, 1] x

[0,1] given by

(0.6) QXi(du, dv) = xi(du)Su(dv) - xç(du)x((dv).

For elements in s/ we define partial derivatives as follows:

/n i\ 9F(x).   .        .      lIT7,   e/e      ^      r-.,   A(0.7) —__(«) = hm-(F(xe(^, u))-F(x))

with

[xs + eôu(-)       if<f = £.

Definition. For every Fes/ define

L(F)Cx) = 5>(i,0 /      (^|^(«)W.(rfi<)-*<(</«))
^ ^[o,i] V °H       )

(0.8) ¿e/

i6/•>[(>■ i]-/[o, i] VH

The first term is the migration term and the second is the resampling term.

Consider the cases / = Q/v or / = Z" . Then we have the following.
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Theorem 0.0 (Existence, Uniqueness, Path properties).

(a.) For every initial distribution p on (3s([0, I]))1 the martingale problem

for (L,n) is well posed in ^(C([0, oo); (¿P([Q, l]))7)). The resulting process

is denoted (X(t))t>o (system of interacting Fleming-Viot processes on I).

(b) This process is Markov and Feller.

(c) The values of X(t) for t > 0 are in the set of atomic measures; in fact,

(X(t))t>o e C((0, oo), (^,([0, l]))7) a.s. where 2Pa are the atomic probability

measures on [0, 1 ].   a

Remark. In other words, according to (a) there exists a unique distribution on

&>(C([0, oo); (â°([0, l]))7)) such that for the canonical process (X,)t>0, the

following holds: &(X(0)) = p., and

(0.9) [F(X,) - { (LF)(XS) ds)       is a martingale for every Fes/.
\ Jo J r>o

(c) The long term behavior of the process. The behavior of the process

(X(t))t>o is analogous to the case of one-dimensional components, that is, a
system of interacting Fisher-Wright diffusions describing the frequencies of two

types (compare (0.56)). For / —► oo the qualitative properties depend solely on

the migration mechanism, that is, on the kernel a(-, •) on the group /.

Before we state the theorem we introduce the following objects (i)-(iv):

(i) The appropriate class of initial distributions p is the following:

(0.10) F = {fie&>{&>([0, l])')\(a) and (ß) hold}

where

(a) p. is a homogeneous measure, that is, invariant under the map (xc)c€¡ -4

(*í+í)íe/ for all Ce/.
(ß) p is ergodic (the cr-field of events invariant under all maps Tç, Ç, e I,

is trivial under p).
We shall also denote the set of homogeneous measures on (^([0, l]))7, that

is, satisfying (a), by ÏT .
(ii) For every measure p e !T we can introduce the mean measure 6(p) €

^([0, 1]) (abbreviated often simply by 6 in the sequel), by the defining rela-

tion:

(0.11) {d(p),f) = E»(Xi,f)   V/eUO.l]).

This allows us to decompose the class ZT into disjoint subclasses ¿7~e , where

(0.12) 2e = {tierm(i) = e}.

(iii) The set ^ denotes the set of all equilibrium states, that is,

bief, &(x(0)) = tt)=* (&(x(t)) = p,vt>oy.

The extremal elements of a convex set K are denoted by Ke.

(iv) Finally we need the following symmetric homogeneous kernel on I x I

describing the distance process of two particles moving as a(-, ^-random walks:

(0.13) a«,C) = i(«(i,C) + «(C,i)).
-¿

Then there are two cases, namely, à recurrent and â transient, correspond-

ing to whether ¿27 à"
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Theorem 0.1 (a) (invariant measures).

Case 1. â is transient.

(0.14)        For every B e &>([0, 1]) the limit ve of £?(X(t)\X(0) = 6')
exists for t -> oo and satisfies:

vee(fr\F)e,    (8,f)=E"«(xi,J)VZ€T;

vq is ergodic, in particular

E"»({xç,f)(xc,J)) -u  *       (9,f)2   V/€ Loo([0, 1]).
d(í,{)-»oo

Furthermore

(0.15) lfr\&')e = {ve}ee<Pao,i]).

Case 2. â is recurrent.

(0.16) (SriF)e = {S(Suy}uel0,l].

(b) (long term behavior)

For every initial measure pe^e the following dichotomy holds:

(0.17) à transient: Jz?'(X(t))  =►  ve,

(0.18) â recurrent: &(X(t))  =*   f     ô(ô),d(du)
'^°° J\o.u

t—*oo

a
[0,1]

In the first case we have a situation in which the system allows for the local

coexistence of types, while in the second case we see locally one type prevailing,

as long as t becomes large. In the first case the system is called stable and in

the second case we say that the system clusters. We shall now apply this result

to the case where I = Z" , respectively / = Qn ■

Corollary 0.1. Suppose that I - Z" and a(-, •) satisfies £){a(0, Ç)\Ç\2 < oo.

Then for
n = 1, 2 the system clusters,

n > 3 the system is stable.   D

A mean-field random walk on Qjv can be written in the form

(0.19) a(0,Z) = J2ßjX-J'   ford(0,Ç) = k.
j>k

Here ßk denotes the probability to jump to an element at a distance of at most

k and the number of elements Ç with d(0, Ç) < k is Nk . We can also write

this in the form

(0.20) a(0,c¡) = Y/(Cj-iN-u-l))N-J   for d(0, Í) = k,  k > 1,
j>k

with (Ck)ken as canonical parameters and by assumption the total jump rate

Ekck/Nk <oo.

Remark. We will show in Corollary 0.2 that the qualitative behavior of the

system depends on the sequence ck but provided that lim/t_0o ifëk < N it

does not depend on N. Since we are primarily interested in the behavior of
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the systems for large N it would suffice to assume that ¿2kckl^o < °° f°r

some positive integer TVn.

Introduce

oo oo

(0.21) Cm = YJàkN-^-m)   with cm = £ ckN-2^-mK
k=m k=m

Corollary 0.2. Suppose that I = iiN and a(-, •) is defined via (Ck)keN as in

(0.20). Then for

(0.22) ^2 C~l = oo the system clusters,
m

(0.23) ^ C~' < oo the system is stable.
m

¿2m c¿ ' < oo implies that ¿2k ^k~l < °° • Moreover, if lim^oo ifCk < N, then

¿2 C^1 < oc, = oo is equivalent to ¿2 c^1 < oo, = oo.   G

(d) The multiple space-time scale behavior. In the sequel we shall only consider

the case where / = fi# . Since we shall vary N later on, from now on we write

(0.24) (*"(0)/>o

for a system of interacting Fleming-Viot processes on £lN . As initial distribu-

tion we choose a measure which is the restriction to ^([0, l])n,v of a product

measure p in ¿7g on ^([0, l])n°° . We denote this measure by p as well. This

special choice is merely to simplify the notation and to avoid the introduction

of sequences of initial measures.
In Theorem 0.1 we gave a qualitative description of the long term behav-

ior of our system. However relatively little has been said about the process

with marginal v$ appearing there as equilibria in the stable case, or about the

formation of clusters in the case of clustering. One observes however that for

sufficiently large N the system, when observed in a whole sequence of com-

bined fast and slow time scales (that means here at times of the form: sN + t,

sN2 + t, sN3 + t, ... with t varying, but small compared to N), will look

almost stationary. Since the interaction is still local, these almost stationary

states will be much easier to describe, compared to the stationary process (for

fixed values of N). Here t is the microscopic (slow) and 5 the macroscopic

(fast) time scale; it is in the latter that we see changes in the quasi-equilibria.

Here we should understand what happens between times sN, sN2, ... . For

this purpose we introduce a rescaling of space by forming block averages over

blocks of N, N2, N3, ...  components.

In order to make this analysis rigorous, we consider the limit N -» oo,

so that the various time scales s, sN2, sN3, ... and block sizes N, N2, ...
all separate, that is, become incomparable, and we can precisely describe the

phenomenon of quasi-stationary states via appropriate limit theorems.

In order to carry out this program, we shall need the following ingredients of

multiple space-time scale analysis: for k — 1, 2, 3, ... ,

(i)  Time scales ßk(N) = Nk .
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(ii) Block averages on level k (space-scaling):

x(,k = N~k       ^2      XZ' an<* xí,o '■- xi>    Vf e Qjv.

(iii) The quasi-equilibrium Tke(-) on the kth level, the kth level associated

measure-valued diffusion on ^([0, 1]) denoted by (Zf'k)t>o and the

kth level fluctuation constant dk :

-dk, the diffusion constants are defined for a given sequence

(Ck)ken via dk+l = dkck/(ck +dk), d0= I.

-Tke(-) e &>(&>([<), 1])) is the unique equilibrium state of Ze'k .

-(Z.f'k) is a Fleming-Viot process with immigration from a

source 8 e ^([0, 1]) and with initial state ¿j}'k . The associ-

ated equilibrium process is denoted (Z^'k)ieR. Formally (Z.f' )

is the solution of the well-posed (see Lemma 2.1 in section 2)

martingale problem (Lek,Se) on C([0, oo), ^([0, 1])), where

Le k is defined on an algebra 3S of functions on ¿P([0, 1]) as
follows: for G e &

Le,k(G)(z) = ck [     ^-(u)(6(du) - z(du))
./mil dzV[o, i] oz

+ dk¡       I      -7—¿-(u,v)Qz(du,dv)
J[0,\] J[0,\] ozoz

with Qz(du,dv) = z(du)Su(dv) - z(du)z(dv) and ¿i§ is the
algebra generated by functions G from ^([0, 1]) to R of the

form

m      .

G(z) = ][ f(Ui)z(du,)   for fie C([0, I]),  i = I,..., m.
i=lJl0,l]

(iv) The level k-marginals of the interaction chain at level /   (j > k) :

k
Pq    is a measure on ^([0, 1]) defined by

4'kWk) = I      ■■■ i      ve(deJ)Y'-\deJ.,)--.Ykk+[(ddk).
J&>([0,\])        J&>([0,1]) '

Notation. We shall denote by B the function K+ -» 9°(\§, 1]) which is
identically equal to 8. We denote by =>• weak convergence in path space

D([0, oo), â°([Q, I]) or C([0, oo), ^([0, 1])) and we denote the associated

canonical process by (X(t)),eR+ .

We are now ready to formulate our result on the multiple space-time scale

behavior of the process XN(t) = (x^(t)i€Sifl). We shall first focus on block

averages around a single component £. The discussion of the behavior of a

spatial collection of averages is deferred to Theorem 0.4 in the next subsection.

Theorem 0.2 (Multiple space-time scale behavior). For k, j e N we have the

following behavior for every c¡ e Qoo and for peS^:

Case I.  k>j &((x»k(tßj{N)))l€v) ^ S6,
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Case 2.  k = j ^f((x(N k(tßk(N)))te&+)    =*.   J?((Z?<k)tem+)

Case 3.    k < j   ¿?((x»k(sßj(N) + tßk(N)))l€R+
N—»oo

■^((zt   '  )feR+)>

0* am/ í/ze evolution of the processes are independent, and

S?(B*)
/«

7-1, fcP(Zf>Jedp).   u

Remark. In Case 3, if we let 5 —» oo, 5 = o(/V), then we get the simple formula
¿7(d*) = 4'k.

Remark. This shows that in time scale ßj(N) large blocks {c¡ : d(£,, 0) < k)

with k > j display an empirical distribution 6 of types which for N —> oo

equals the original distribution of types in the thermodynamic limit. On the

other hand blocks of moderate or small size k = j , k < j , viewed after times of

order ßj(N) already display in the time scale ßk(N) an empirical distribution

which is random and fluctuates like a Fleming-Viot process with immigration

distribution of types described by 6, respectively 6*. For small k , that is,

k < j, the process has already relaxed into equilibrium.

Remark. The point of the theorem is to combine two ideas: first to consider

slow and fast time scales together (sßj(N) + tßk(N)) and second to look at a

whole sequence of such pairs of time scales combined with a suitable sequence

of rescalings of space.

The very nice thing about Theorem 0.2 is that we can now quite explicitly

determine the ingredients which define the limiting dynamics. The crucial object

is the measure, r^(-), in ^(^([0, 1])) which can be represented using the

following ingredients:

(i) let (I//)/eN be an i.i.d. sequence with marginal distribution 6 e ^([0, 1]),

(ii) let (^)/eN be an i.i.d. sequence with marginal Beta(l, yk[) where yk =

dk/Ck ,

(iii) construct ((7,),-eN, (Vf)^ as independent processes.

Theorem 0.3 (Identification and continuity of rfS).

(0.25a) n=^ £
/=1

Vk'f[(l-Vk)
7=1

¿u,(-

(0.25b) the mapping ö-»rj is continuous.   D

Remark. This means that the measure Tg is the law of a random measure,

which is atomic. The positions of the atoms are given by the sequence (U¡),

where the law 6 enters. The weights are chosen independently of the positions

and according to the sequence (V(k n'i'O _ Vk))t€N > where the parameters

(Ck) and (dk) of the evolution enter. The law of the sequence of weights is

called the GEM(vT') distribution.

(e) Description of the quasi-equilibria. This subsection completes the multiple

space-time scale analysis. In the previous section we have studied the block

average behavior around a single site of the process (XN(t))t>o in various time
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scales. Our original objective went further: we wanted to determine the quasi-

equilibria which the whole system (XN(t))t>o displays. This means we want to

consider slow and fast time scales and to see whether for each k

(0.26) (X"(sßk(N) + t))t>0   =►    (irs(0)(>o
N—»oo

and whether it is possible to identify this limit evolution, (Arj^°J(i))/>o for the

various time scales ßk and values of s > 0. The limit 5-»oo gives a process

(-Y£°(í))í>o ■ The identification of these limit dynamics is the purpose of this

section (see Theorem 0.4 below).

The evolution (^£°(0)r>o will turn out to be a process on (¿?([Q, l]))a°°

which can be viewed as evolution in a random medium. We describe the process

in three steps (i)-(iii). First in (i) we describe the evolution mechanism given

a random field (the random medium): the latter is constructed formally in (ii)

and is of the form

(0.27) (0f)ieiioo with values in ^([0, 1]),

and has the structure of a Markov random field on a tree.

Finally we construct the initial state in (iii).

(i) The dynamics for the given random field: Conditioned on the random field

in (0.27) the evolution of the components of Xk°°^ are independent Fleming-

Viot processes with immigration 6Í ' in equilibrium. This means that the

law of (Xj¡°s(t))t>o is a Fleming-Viot system in a random environment, the

environment being the field (öi Ofen«, of sources of immigration. The law of

this field is 5-dependent, but in a mild way and for this reason we suppress this

in the notation.
Formally the evolution is defined as follows. For given random medium

(0f ')íe£2oo tne components evolve independently and the evolution of a single

component is defined as the solution of the martingale problem (Le{k), p) on

&>{C{[0,oo):&>([0, 1]))) with

(0.28)

where

V» = co /     ^r^(")(0f \du) - z(du))
í V[0,1]     oz «

+ rfo/      /     ^ß^L(u,v)Qz(du,dv)
J[0,\]J[o,\\ (jzaz

Q(du, dv) = z(du)ôu(dv) - z(du)z(dv),

G(z)= f ■■■ [ f(u],...,un)z(dul)---z(dun),       /eC([0, If),

and

Zi= 0 ft   with//,« = rj(t).
íeíioo {

(ii) Construction of the random field. Next we have to specify the law of

the random field (ö^'^gn^ . The components of this field will be dependent

reflecting the interaction of the original system XN(t) before we take the limit
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N —> oo. In particular the range of dependence will grow with the index k

since in larger time scales interactions over longer stretches have been built up

in the original system. We obtain a sequence of inhomogeneous Markov random

fields on a tree giving the distribution of the field. It is only the initial state at

the root of the tree which will depend on s.

Here is the formal construction: Introduce

(0.30) Ög^tfeQoolii = ••• = & = <)}.
Then we can write

(0.31) £2oo = ®N*.

We shall see that the dependence in time scale ßk in the limit N —> oo will

extend only over hierarchical distance k . Define therefore

(0.32) S?((8f\mJ = n^((0í)í6NO.
ñ<*>

In order to specify £?((Qç)ç€$k) we use the following construction: Let 6 (ini-

tial element) be an element of ^([0, 1]) to be specified later. Then

(0')/<en are i.i.d. T^-1 distributed,

(e''J)i€NJ€N:^(ßi'J\{8m-n for (m,n)¿ (i, j)};6m, for m e N) = rk~2(.).

In particular, conditioned on 6',  (o^-Ó/eN  arc i-i-d-   Similarly we define

random variables 6'1 • ■■■•'', i¡ e N for j e {1, ... , ¿} , using the kernel defined

by Tke~l. Next we define our random field. For <!; = (£1 ,...,&)€ Nfc simply

set

(0.33) 0<fc) = 0&."-'.6    (note reversed order, see (0.1), (0.2)).

So far we have not specified the initial state 8 of the Markov random field on the

tree N¿ . Since we are interested in the time scale ßk(N) where xiyk(sßk(N))

has as limiting dynamics (Zk,e) according to Theorem 0.2, the suitable thing

is to randomise 6 according to the law of Zk'e (independent of the rest); i.e.

(0.34) £f(ê)=3'(Zk<e).

The construction means that the dependence structure building up over times

of order Nk is captured via a Markov field on the tree induced by Nk (each

node splits into N nodes on the next level) and with the transition kernel K¡

at a node of level j (counted from the bottom to the top) given by

K](0,de') = Tie-\d6').

(iii) The initial state of the evolution. Given the random field the evolution

in each component starts in its unique equilibrium state. Hence integrating

over the distribution of the random field we get a unique measure v(ej)(s) on

(^([0, l]))n°° (recall (0.34)), which is an equilibrium state of the evolution

(X°°s(t)),>Q. Hence for each j and 5 > 0 we have constructed a stationary

process. The limit as s —> 00 exists as well. It is denoted by (X°°(t)),>o and is

obtained by setting 5?(6) = 5?(Z¿¿e) in (0.34).
Having now completed the construction of the limiting dynamics we can state

our results as follows:
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Theorem 0.4 (Quasi-equilibria). Let (X™s(t))t>o be the stationary process with

values in (^([0, l]))n°° which was defined above. Then for every s > 0, jeN

and every s(N) î oo with s(N) = o(N)

J?((XN(sßj(N) + t))t>0)    =*    ¿?((X™(t))t>0),

(0.35)
N-

J?((XN(s(N)ßj(N) + t))t>0)    =►    &((XJ°(t))t>0).    a
N-

U)Hence we obtain a sequence of quasi-equilibria ven by setting

(0.36) v^=^(XJ°(i)),

where j indicates that deviations from stationarity occur only in times of order

ßj(N) = Nj. Recall that 9 is the mean measure of the initial state of our

original system.

(f) The interaction chain and the qualitative behavior of the process. The goal

of this section is to introduce the interaction chain and use it to study the space-

time picture of the process (XN(t))t>o . The interaction chain arises by viewing

at the sequence of original systems (Xn)n€N renormalized in space and time,

in slow and fast time scales. After introducing this ^([0, l])-valued Markov

chain we study it first from the point of view of stability versus clustering (cf.

Theorem 0.5). Then we consider the two regimes in more detail and investigate

the pattern of cluster formation and spatial density of types respectively (cf.

Theorems 0.6, 0.7). A precise formulation of the relation between these results

and the corresponding behavior of the original systems as N becomes large is

deferred to section (h) (Theorem 0.10).

Studying the space-time structure of our interacting system amounts mathe-

matically to considering the following vector-valued field:

x^j(s0(N), Sx, ... , Sj)

= (x(j(s0(N)ßj(N)),xi^l(so(N)ßJ(N) + slßJ-l(N)),

■■■,xt,o(so(N)ßj(N) + ---+Sj)),

with s0(N) î oo but s0(N)/N -► 0, (sx, ... , Sj) > 0.
We study stability and clustering of the above object by investigating proper-

ties of the limiting object of xP ¡(so, ... , Sj) as jV-»oo, which defines what

we shall call the interaction chain at level j. Compare subsection (h) for a

discussion of the relevance of this approximation for the fixed N system.
(i) We start by introducing and explaining the concept of the interaction

chain. In the previous section we saw that there is associated with each time

scale ßk(N), and each 9 e ^([0, 1]), a quasi-equilibrium u# ' of our pro-

cess. For a given time-scale ßj(N) it makes sense to investigate the behavior

of the process on the level of a single component x^^(t) or block averages

x(¡k({) f°r k < j ■ (Recall Theorem 0.2.) In the limit N -> oo the behavior

of each of these quantities is described using the collection {vg ', k < j) . The

dependence structure for fixed t\ of the vector xitJ e (3s([0, l]))j+i is there-

fore described by the following object for the limiting dynamics as N —> oo.

Let i = (£i,... ,Çj, Çj+i, ....). Consider the random vector defined as follows

(recall (0.33)):

(0.37) (9,9,9^, 0«J•<<-', ... ,#•■-*),
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with 9 given by the expectation measure of the initial distribution p of the

process and -2^(0) given by (0.34), see Theorem 0.1. Relation (0.37) defines

for every j a time-dependent Markov chain on ^([0, 1]) starting at time -1

in the state 9 with transition kernel at time i - 1 given by K^\>, •) with

(0.38)       K¡J)(9',A) = rJe7e(A),        Ae&{&>{[0, I])),  9'e&>([0, 1]).

Here everything depends on the chosen level j and time scale ßj(N).

Definition, (a) The Markov chain (9{)k=-\,...j on &>([0, 1]) defined in (0.37)
or (0.38) is called the interaction chain at level j.

(b) This chain is embedded in the Markov random field over Q.^ with values

in ^([0, 1]), defined by (compare (0.33) for 5 —> oo)

(0.39) (0Í;))í6qo

and this field is called the interaction field at level j .   D

Remark. Recall that according to Theorem 0.3 the state 9kj) of the level j

interaction chain is of the form YT=o^k\^u,, that is, consists of at most

countably many atoms for every j, k .

Since the components are our natural reference point and from the point of

view of entrance laws, it is now more convenient to consider the chain shifted

in time, that is, to introduce for some fixed (but arbitrary) Ç e Í2 (see (0.33))

(0.40) (^W-j-i.-.o   with 9¡j) = $<f.-.«iji, dU] = 9,  9(i)_x = 9.

The marginal distributions of 9¿    are pJg      introduced in subsection 0(d),(iv).

The rest of this section, namely subsections (ii)-(iv), gives an analysis of

the qualitative properties of the interaction chain. First we discuss the stability

versus clustering dichotomy. Then we discuss properties corresponding to the

cluster formation in the original system. Finally we investigate the number of

different types found in large blocks of the interacting system, which is reflected

in path properties of the interaction chain.

(ii) In order to state below our theorem on the stability-clustering dichotomy

we introduce the following terminology.

Definition. Let M = {ôu\u e [0, 1]} .
We say that the system of interacting Fleming-Viot processes clusters in the

mean-field limit if, for all 9 e &>([0, I]),

(0.41) ^(9{nj)) = pJñ'°   =»   5?(Su(-))   vñui&(U) = 6
j—»oo

and is called stable in the mean-field limit if, for every 9 e 3s([0, 1]),

(0.42)       £p(90J)) = pJg° .=*>   p?-°   withp™'°(M) = 0, for 9 % M.   D

Remark. In a system which eventually clusters, locally we shall see a state which

is a ¿-measure; i.e. only one type prevails locally. In a stable system with

probability 1 we see more than one type coexisting locally, provided we do not

start in a monotype state.
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Remark. The above picture can be extended and viewed from the point of view

of entrance laws for the chain given in (0.40). Recall that an entrance law for

a Markov chain indexed by Z and with transition kernel Pk is a collection

(ak)kez °f measures on the state space such that ak+\ = akPk for all k e Z.

In particular, we shall show later on (see section 6) that

^((^)),e{_J_,,...,0}) =^((0~),ez-), where &(e?) = /ig*>-°

and 0£°     =>     9^ and (ö|°)jt€Z-   is a Markov chain with
k—>—oo

kernels T-k(dy).

Hence each -S?((ö^°)/teZ-) constitutes an extremal entrance law. Moreover each

entrance law for the collection of kernels {T^(du)}kez- (see section 0(d),(iii))

can be obtained as mixtures over the extremal entrance laws corresponding to

the ones where the random variable 9^ is equal to a constant 9 e 3s([0, 1]),

that is, the ones constructed above. Then the case of clustering corresponds

to the situation where 02°^ = âu for some u, and the only extremal entrance

laws are the sequences ((ôu)kçz- ) f°r some u e [0, 1], while in the stable case

every 9 e ^([0, 1]) is possible as a value of f?^ and the entrance laws are

not constant sequences if 9 g M. We summarize:

clustering «• {(Su)z \u e ¿P([0, 1])} are the extremal entrance laws of the

Markov chain in (0.40),

stability <=> for every 9 e ¿f°([0, 1]) there exists an extremal entrance law

which for 9 & M is concentrated on (&>([0, l])\Mf~

and has nonconstant paths.

Since the (Ck)keN describe the range of the interaction over distance k,

we expect that for weak interaction (eK at most slowly growing), we shall see

clusters, while for strong interaction of longer range (Ck rapidly growing), the

initial density of types should be preserved. In other words, in the first case we

should have only trivial entrance laws based on 9^ = 5U, «€[0,1], while

in the second one to every 9 e ¿P([0, 1]) there should correspond an extremal

entrance law.

Recall that 9 is the density measure of the initial law of our process and

hence the initial state of the shifted interaction chain of (0.40).

Theorem 0.5 (Clustering versus stability).

^2 ck] = oc => the system clusters in the mean-field limit and

(0.43) k

^(9~oo) = J ¿su9(du);

■

^2 ck~X < °° =* tne system is stable in the mean-field limit and

(0.44) k

9^ = 9.  a

Compare the above result with Corollary 0.2 which represents the analogous

result for fixed N.
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In the next two subsections (iii) and (iv) we discuss each of the two cases in

Theorem 0.5 in more detail.

(iii) The next part of this subsection is focussed on a more detailed analysis

of the clustering case. In order to motivate the definitions below let us return to

the interacting system Xs(t) for a moment. In the case of a clustering system

one would like to identify the rate at which clusters, i.e. sets of components

in a state close to ¿M for one and the same u e [0, 1 ], grow. (Note that due

to migration, we do not hit the set {ôu\u e [0, 1]} in finite time if we do not

start in this set.) If we have at time t a cluster of components close to state

¿K which contains the block of components within distance k of the point

of observation, say £, then the state of x(tk(t) will also be close to ¿u (and

vice versa). Hence we can get an idea about the size of clusters by studying

(xi,k(t))k<EN m various time scales and by relating the block size k and the

time scale. A simplified approach is to fix a time scale and then look at averages

of various sized blocks. For the time scale ßj(N) we get good information on

possible cluster sizes by considering the vector of the successive averages

(xt,ktißj{N)))k=0_j.

Since the clusters grow as time tends to infinity, we should determine that size

of a block in which we see a cluster close to a ¿-measure. In particular we must

find the relation between blocksize k at which such a cluster appears and the

index j of the time scale. In other words investigate the behavior of

xi,fU)^ßAN))    for 7 ^oo

and try to determine, for suitable increasing function /, the probability (in

terms of /) that the limiting object remains concentrated on states which are

¿-measures in [0, 1]. Appropriate /'s would be f(j) = [oj] for o e (0, 1).

Instead of approaching this (quite difficult) problem directly, we pass imme-

diately to the corresponding question for the limiting object as N —» oo , which

is described completely by the interaction chain. This approach has the advan-

tage of not using duality and allows us later on to generalize the results to a

larger class of processes (compare Theorem 0.9). A discussion of the two-type

case is found in Fleischmann and Greven (1994).

In the case of a system clustering in the mean-field limit the interaction chains

(9\] ) become degenerate for I = -M, -M + 1, ... , 0 for every finite M as

j —» oo . Degenerate means the state becomes a ¿-measure. We shall then ask

whether the rescaled process (0(ij))aG[o,i] can be made, via choice of fa(-),

to converge to a nontrivial process (0Q)ae[O,i] on ^([0, 1]). (Here nontrivial

means that 9n is not constant and equal to a ¿-measure.)

The cluster formation exhibits two principal regimes, which correspond to

the distinction between dimensions 1 and 2 in lattice models. These regimes

are distinguished by the property that (ö^+m)m6N converges to the constant

process (regime I), respectively to a random sequence (regime II). The distinc-

tion depends on how rapidly ck decreases; for ck = c~k with c > 1 we are

in regime I while for ck decaying to 0 at most polynomially we are in regime

II. (Compare Dawson and Greven (1993a).) Indeed we shall see in the second

regime that it is possible to find a family of scaling functions for the blocksize

as a function of the order of the time scale:
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Definition, (a) A set of functions {fa(-)}aç[0, i], fa(-) '■ Z+ -> Z~ , f0(k) = -k ,
are called the cluster scales of the process if they satisfy two conditions:

fa(k) is an increasing function of a for every k,
I f\   A C \

•^{{Qf(k))a€[0,\\)   ,**■     -S?((öa)a6[0,l]).
•""   ' K—»OO

(b) The process (öa)a€[o, i] is called the cluster process if for 9 & M

(0.46) Prob(rja = ¿M forsomewe[0, 1]) e (0, 1)   Va G (0,1).

(c) We classify the growth of clusters as follows:

(0.47) \fa(k)\/k   —►    I rapidly growing clusters.
k—>oo

(0.48) \fa(k)\/k   -»    1 - a diffusive clustering.
k—»oo

(0.49) fa(k)/k   —►   0 slowly growing clusters.   O
fC-»00

We shall later identify as cluster processes those processes which are (de-

terministic) time changes of (Yt)t>o where (Yt)t>o is a Fleming-Viot process

on ^([0, 1]) starting at 9. Formally, (Yt) is the solution to the martingale

problem (L,Sg), where

L(G)(z) = U      [     d-^l(u,v)Qz(du,dv)
1 J[o,\) J[o,\] uzaz

with
Qz(du, dv) = z(du)Su(dv) - z(du)z(dv)

and G(z) as in (0.28).
Recall that the path of the process Y, is such that for all / > 0 the mea-

sure Yt e ¿P([0, 1]) is atomic and consists of a finite (random) number of

atoms located at points in [0, 1] (cf. Dawson (1993, Section 8.2)). Further-

more as t —» oo the path Yt will hit the set of measures {¿M, u e [0, 1]} and

remain trapped in the state first hit in this set. The location, u, of the traps is

distributed according to 9 .

Theorem 0.6 (Cluster formation). Assume that Y,k ck ' = °° and ^m inffc^°o c¿
= 1.

(a) Diffusive clustering. Assume that Ck —> c as k —» oo with ce (0, oo).

Then

(0.50) fa(k) = -(\ -a)k

are cluster scales and the cluster process is given by

(0.51) (*iog(l/(l-a)))0€[0,lj-

(b) Rapidly growing and slowly growing clusters. Define I(m) := J2T=o ck~X ■

We have rapidly growing clusters if, for all a e (0, 1), I(m)/I(am)    —>     1.
m—»oo

We have slowly growing clusters if, for all a e (0, 1 ), I(m) II(am)    —>    oo.
m—»oo

(c) Next assume that c¿ = c~k with c > 1. Then

•^P((9_k+m)men)  .*>    S'((9m    )m€N)
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where (Â^Wn is a time homogeneous Markov chain on ¿^([0, 1]) with tran-

sition kernel yJc .   □

For a more detailed analysis of the fast and slowly growing clusters compare

Dawson and Greven (1993c). These three cases of cluster formation occur also

in lattice models, i.e. I = "Ld . Under the assumptions of Corollary 0.1, d = 1

corresponds to regime / and d = 2 to regime II and the diffusive clustering

case.
(iv) We conclude this subsection (f) by analysing the stable case further.

Here we have to distinguish two qualitatively different situations. First, 9 is

atomic and second, 9 is nonatomic. Questions for the first case are essentially

questions about diffusions on finite-dimensional simplices (compare (0.56)). It

is the second case which displays a number of phenomena specific to the infinite-

dimensional state space of a component. We shall focus on this second case in

this subsection.

Again to motivate our definitions we return to XN(t). The two basic ques-

tions we would like to ask about our original system XN(t) are the following.

Take a realization of our process XN(t) in equilibrium. Recall that x?(t) for

/ > 0 is an atomic measure. Pick at a fixed time t a certain type which has

positive mass in the £-component xF(t), say. What is the spatial density of

that particular type in the realization? Furthermore how fast does the number

of types grow as a function of increasing block sizes, when we consider only the

number of the largest types which account for a nontrivial proportion of the

population, in that realization? These questions are difficult to analyse for fixed

N and we now investigate this in the limit N —> oo .

We define first the process (9kD)kez- corresponding to an entrance law of

the interaction chain (the interaction chain at level oo) :

(0.52) ^((êr)*6Z-) = w-lim^((0[7\=_;_,,...,o).
J—»oo

This limit exists as we shall prove in section 6(c) and is nontrivial by Theorem

0.5. Since every random variable 0£° takes values in the space of measures

with countably many atoms, we can write it in the size-ordered representation

oo

(0.53)

0£° = ¿2Mjk)su(k)   with (M{j ])jeN nonincreasing (in /') and

7=1

(Uj     )j'€N = (UnU))j€N

(here (cV,),6n are i.i.d. and nk : N —» N is a random map).

In this setup the processes (MJfc));€N with values in [0,1] are now the basic

objects for the further analysis.

Recall now that we are in the case in which 9 is nonatomic. We shall show

that the asymptotic spatial density of a type is 0 and that the number of types

per block increases at a certain rate depending on the interaction strengths Ck ■

This behavior can be reformulated in terms of the following objects which

are stochastic processes obtained by taking functional of the interaction chain
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(ô|°)jfc€Z- at level oo, that is, the entrance law.

oo

(0.54) RM = ^2(M(jk))2,        k e Z" ,

)=0

i

(0.55) S(k) = ¿ M)k),       l e N, k e ir.

j=o

Theorem 0.7 (Spatial density of types). Assume that 9 is nonatomic. Let (bK)

be an ^-valued sequence with bk î oo as k —> oo.

(a) /?(*)    -»    0 as.
k->-oo

(b) S[k^    -»    1 in probability provided that b<k\/c\k\ —^ oo as k ^ -oo,
*   A—» —oo

oo

S¿ '    —>    0 en probability provided that b\k\ ̂ 2(ce)~[ —> 0 as k —> -oo.   D

e=\k\

Remark, (a) implies that sup; MJ ' converges to 0 in probability as k —► -oo;

that is, we have spatial density 0 of particular types.

(b) gives information about the number of types per block in the limit of

large blocks. In particular in the case in which ck = ck for c > 1 we obtain

sharp estimates for the growth of bk as k —> oo .

Remark. Note that for 9 atomic, the assertion of the theorem fails! In that
case every type has asymptotic spatial density 9({u}).

(g)    A fixed point property of Fleming-Viot systems under renormalization.   One

expects that the features displayed in Theorems 0.1-0.7 are shared by a large

class of evolutions. In this section we investigate the reason behind such univer-

sality properties (see Dawson and Greven ( 1993c) for a discussion of interacting

diffusions). We now view the rescaling of time and space as a renormalization

procedure, which gives a new interacting system which is studied in the limit

N —> oo . The key to universality is now the following fact.

The Fleming-Viot systems have the remarkable property that if we perform

the multiple time scale analysis of Theorem 0.2, we obtain as limiting processes

Fleming-Viot processes with immigration on all levels and in all times scales

ßk ■ This means that the coefficient of the second-order term in the generator

preserves its form. If we specialise to the case 9 = a¿o + (1 - a)¿i , we ob-

tain a system of interacting Fisher-Wright diffusions, which can alternatively be

described by the weights (ac(t))ieilN of the atom at type corresponding to the
point 1. Then

daç(t) = £>(£, í')("í'(0 - a{(0)dt + J2da¿t)( 1 - a((t))dwt(t)
(0.56) 1? V

with (wç(t))çeçiN i.i.d. standard Wiener processes.

It could then be shown (cf. Dawson and Greven ( 1993c)) that among all systems

of interacting diffusions in which a(l-a) in the diffusive term is replaced by a

nonnegative Lipschitz function g on [0, 1] vanishing exactly at the boundary,

the Fisher-Wright system is the only system where on the various levels of the
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multiple scale analysis we obtain diffusions with diffusion coefficients of the

same form.

In order to formulate an analogous result in our context consider processes

defined as in (0.8) but in the diffusion term the object

QX((du, dv) = Xç(du)ôu(dv) - xç(du)xç(dv)

is replaced by

(0 57) Qx((du, dv) = (I G(xt, u, z)xè(dz)\ xi(du)ôu(dv)

- C7(x£, u, v)xç(du)xç(dv).

Here G e "§, where & is the class of nonnegative measurable functions on

â°([Ç), l])x[0, l]2 such that for each pe&>([<d, 1]), G(p,-,-) is symmetric

and

IIGIloo := sup // G(p, u, v)p(du)p(dv) < oo.
p  J J

Let LG'C denote the operator of the form (0.28) with immigration source 9

at rate c and diffusion operator QG. The form of QG guarantees that the

state space of the measure-valued process is ^([0, 1]). Such systems arise

as diffusion limits of genetic models in which the reproduction of a colony

produces a covariance of the frequency of different types which may depend on

the state and the type involved and not only from the constraint that the total

mass is one.

Assume for the moment that the martingale problem for (LG'C, p) has a

solution and that YG'C is an equilibrium state of the process on ^([0, 1]) (see

0(d), (iii) and Lemma 2.1 for a formal construction of processes of this type).

For G e Z? define

(0.58)
&HQG(9, u, v) to be the signed measure on [0, l]2 given by

3rcQG(9,du, dv) := E^c(QG)(du, dv) = Í QGx(du, dv)TG'c(dx).
J&ao, idU        11

We write TG instead of YG'C and & instead of ^ if the parameter c > 0 is

fixed.
We will prove in Lemma 7.1 in section 7 that

r
(0.59) / Y^(dx)G(x, u, v)x(du)x(dv) <£ 9(du)9(dv).

Let H(9, u, v) denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the l.h.s. with respect

to the right-hand side, of (0.59). Then we also show in Lemma 7.1 that

(0.60)

9rcQG(9,du, dv) = iH(9,u, z)9(dz)9(du)Su(dv)-H(9, u, v)9(du)9(dv);

that is,
3rcQG(9,du, dv) = Q%(du,dv)

and

(0.61) ll-^lloo < Halloo-
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We write H = &¿(G).
In order to be able to iterate the map &, respectively y, we need some

more properties of the functions G we consider. Define for some fixed c > 0

& = {Ge &\G satisfies (i), (ii), (iii)} :

(i) The martingale problem (LG'C, z) has a unique solution for every 9 e

&([0, 1]), ze^([0, 1]).

(ii) The system corresponding to (LG,C, z) is ergodic for all 9 e ¿?>([0, 1])

and c > 0.
(iii) The map 9 —► YG is continuous.

Now consider the largest subset 2/ ç & such that

&c(&) Q&■

The set & is nonempty since it contains at least the functions c 1 with c > 0.

In the case where the type space consists of two points instead of [0,1] it

has been proved that & = S? (Dawson and Greven (1993c) and Bâillon et al.

(1994)). It is an open problem to prove this in our more general context. Since

all of the three points in the definition of %? above are already very challenging

problems, we do not discuss this topic any further at this point.

Theorem 0.8 (Fixed-point property). Let c > 0. Then the function G(x^ , u, v)

= const is the only function in S? with the property that there exists a function

h : R+ -» R+ such that for all a e K+ :

(0.62) ßf{aG) = h(a)QG.

Furthermore, for every GeZ? and with y "(G) := y o y o ■ • • o y (G),

(i)(n/c)QPG)   -   Qg.
(0.63) n^°°

(ii) \\(nlc)3rcn(G)- 111«,   -*   0, provided G(x , u,v) > e > 0.    D
n—»oo

Note : The question whether the corresponding martingale problems still have a

unique solution and whether Theorems 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 hold here as well is

not yet completely settled (cf. Dawson and March (1993)). However the above

statements make sense without having solved these problems.

With the same argument as in Dawson and Greven (1993c), Bâillon et al.

(1993) we can derive Theorems 0.5, 0.6 from (0.63). Hence relation (0.63) is

the reason behind the universality in the longterm behavior of the system:

Theorem 0.9 (Universality). Assume that G e & .

(a) For every solution of the martingale problem (L, p) with Q in (0.6)

replaced by QG, the conclusion of Theorem 0.5 holds.

(b) Assume that QG > eQ for some e > 0. Then for every solution of the

martingale problem (L,p) with Q replaced by QG , Theorem 0.6 holds.   D

(h)    Space-time structure of the process for large N and the interaction chain.

The role of this section is to formulate a precise answer to two questions:

(i) To what extent does the interaction chain (0¿)*=_,_i,...,o and the re-

alizations of the entrance laws (9k°)kez- give a good approximation of the

space-time structure of the process XN(t) for fixed but large N and large times?
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(ii) What do the quasi-equilibria vg ', i.e. ^(9^), tell us about the spatial

structure of the equilibrium measures Vg   of the interacting system for N fixed?

We first discuss question (i). In order to understand the space-time structure

of the equilibrium process, we look at the process at times of moderate size

ß(N), say ß(N) > W but ß(N) < 7V+1 and at very large times, i.e. ß(N) >

Nj for every j . To capture the spatial structure consider a vector of successive

averages over blocks of different sizes. To formulate this idea precisely consider

î=(tx, ... ,tj), t > 0, i = I, ... , j, and s(N) with s(N) î oo and s(N) =
o(N). Define chains

(0.64) (Z]k'N(s,î))k=-j-U...o,       jen,

by setting

/ 7-1*1 \
(0.65)  Z{'N(s, t) = xlw    s(N)W + £ ¿fr-'    ,        k = -j-l,...,0.

Hence the process  (Z]k'N)k=-j-\.o describes in which way the various

block averages of the system XN(t) fluctuate when observed at time points

(t\, ... , tj) of moderate size. Next consider the time scale cr(N) with o(N) 1

oo and a(N)/NJ —> oo for every jeN. Define a process (Zkx'N)keZ- by

setting

(0.66) Zkx'N = x^w(o(N)),        keZ~.

This object describes the spatial dependence structure of the process in a large

time scale.
Finally we come to question (ii). Namely, in order to analyse the structure

of the equilibrium measure v$ we want to know what is the distribution of the

vectors (x¿j0 > xt, i > • • • ) f°r nxed Z € Ü,N . It is convenient to view this object

in the form (xçt\k\)kez- ■ Denote the distribution of this random variable on

(y([0, l]))z"  by z>";i.e.

(0.67) ^((*¿V|)*€Z-) = *e"

Before stating the next result we recall some ideas from statistical physics.

For this purpose let us briefly review some facts about the infinite systems and

the hierarchical mean-field systems which we need to explain some concepts

appearing in the answer to the above questions. First according to Theorem 0.1

and Corollary 0.2, under condition (0.23) for each N e N and 9 e â°([Q, 1])
the infinite system on Q/v has a spatially homogeneous ergodic invariant ran-

dom measure with marginal mean measure 9, Vg . On the other hand for

each J e N the (finite) system truncated at level J, i.e. q- = 0 for k > J,

and with xF J+e, £ = 1,2,..., replaced by a fixed source 9 has a unique

invariant measure Vg'3 ■ It can be shown that ^g^^^g as J —► oo in the

sense that the restrictions of Vg'J((x$ : Ç e B) e ■) => Vg((x^ : i e B) e •)

for every finite subset B c ¿In ■ This is the analogue of the thermodynamic

limit of statistical physics (cf. Ruelle (1969)).  On the other hand, according

to Theorem 0.5, under condition (0.44) ¿¿?((dkJ's)ke{-j-\.o}) converges to

the entrance law -S"((ö^°)/t6Z-) as J -> oo.  Moreover the conditions (0.23)
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and (0.44) coincide provided that limsup^^cj.)1^ < N. Thus the entrance

law of the hierarchical mean-field limit is the analogue of the thermodynamic

limit of the infinite system in the stable case. To complete the picture we will

now formulate the result that the joint distribution of the block averages under

Vg converge to ^'((9kc)k€Z-) as N —► oo. Thus the entrance law constructed

above can be viewed as the hierarchical mean-field limit of the sequence of er-

godic invariant measures of the corresponding infinite systems {x¿k : £, e Q.n}

with mean measure 9 (compare (0.71) below).

Theorem 0.10 (Approximation property of the interaction chain). Consider the

stable case. Then
(a) Assume that the initial measure is homogeneous with site mean measure

9 and that for any g e C([0, 1])

Cov((x/¡>, g){xt„ , g)) -> 0 as d(Ç', Ç") —> oo uniformly in N.

Then

(0.68)        Yar((xçt\k\{t), g)) —► 0 as k —» oo uniformly in t and N > No.

(b) For every t e (0, oo)-' :

(0.69) &{<ßi'N(t)}k2ipi;„.o) „**   &((H)k=-f-i,...,o),
" ' ¿V-»oo *

(0.70) ^((Zr-'Vz-)   ^   ^((9?)k€z-),

(0.71) ¿e\^((êrw). □

Remark. A particular case of interest is t = 0 in which we get that the vector

Cx{,|fc|)fcez- under the equilibrium law Vg is approximately distributed as jV —>

oo as the entrance law of the interaction chain associated with df^ = 9. In

particular the approximation property says that for large fixed N we cannot

cluster in the case J2ckl < oo . (However, the opposite conclusion, namely that

^2 ckx = °° implies clustering for large N, cannot immediately be drawn.)

Remark. The analogous result can be obtained by considering in (0.71) not just

a fixed £ e £In but the whole field in £.

Remark. The weak convergence statement (0.71) is not sufficiently strong to

yield results on the spatial distribution of types from Theorem 0.7 and more
generally it is not always a priori possible to interchange the limits J —> oo

and N —> oo. However it can be shown that many properties of the systems

remain the same under the interchange of the limits; for example this is the

case in Corollary 0.2 on the stability versus clustering dichotomy. Also the finer

properties of the cluster formation are stable under letting N —> oo at least in

the two-type case (see Dawson and Greven (1993), Fleischmann and Greven

(1994)).

(i) Open problems and extensions. Outline of paper. The central open question

is to obtain Theorems 0.0-0.10 for more general systems of the type which was

introduced in (0.57) in connection with (0.8) and to obtain theorems on the

interchange of the limits N —> oo and J —> oc with respect to Theorems

0.5-0.7.   By analogy with the theory for the case of two types, i.e.  [0, 1] is
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replaced by {0, 1} , which leads to interacting diffusion systems, we expect that

the theorems we have generalize. (Compare Dawson and Greven, (1993b,c),

Cox, Greven and Shiga (1993) and Fleischmann and Greven (1994). In these

papers coupling techniques were essential which do not immediately work in

the case of "general" Fleming-Viot systems.)

A second problem is to analyse the stable case further. For example the lim-

iting behavior of the process (M^)^^- , after rescaling, should be studied

(this describes the density of a particular type over blocks of different sizes). In
equilibrium critical branching systems in E" , n = 4 is the critical dimension

for the transcience-recurrence dichotomy for the motion of each of the count-

ably many surviving types (cf. Dawson (1994)). The analogue of this for the

system of interacting Fleming-Viot processes should be found.

A third round of questions is to obtain Theorems 0.1, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 without

taking the limit N —► oo. Again in the case of interacting diffusion systems

partial results are known.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In sections 1 and 2 we study

existence and uniqueness of the model and related questions. In section 3 we

treat the behavior of the system as / —► oo using duality (which is introduced

in this section). The sections 4 and 5 systematically develop the multiple space-

time scale analysis. Section 6 treats the qualitative properties of the interaction

chain and finally section 7 is devoted to the study of the map y and the

question of universality.

1. Existence, uniqueness and path properties of the system
of infinitely many interacting fleming-vlot processes

The purpose of this section is to establish the existence of the model described
in section 0 and in particular to give the proof of Theorem 0.0. As in the theory

of infinite particle systems the proof of such a result consists of two steps. First

one has to ensure that the systems with finitely many components are uniquely

described by the given generator. Then, in a second step, one has to show that

one can obtain the infinite system by taking a limit in the system size. The first

step has been carried out in Vaillancourt (1990).

The proof of Theorem 0.0. We shall prove a slightly stronger result. Let G be

a continuous symmetric function y([0, 1]) x [0, l]2 —► [0, oo). Define (recall

(0.57) for QG)

LG(F)(x)=  £ a(í,í')/     ?^{u)(xç,(du)-xç(du))

(1.0)
í.í'e/

+ £/      /     Ç^(u,v)QG((du,dv).
J^IJ[0,\]J[0,\]dxídxí {

Proposition 1.0. For every initial distribution p e¿P(E), the martingale problem

for (LG, p) has a solution in ¿P(C([0, oo), E)). If there exists a d > 0 with

G(p ; u, v) = d, then the martingale problem for (Ld , p) is well-posed.   D

Remark. To prove that the (LG, p) martingale problem is well-posed for non-

constant G in general is difficult. However if G(9, u, v) has a representation
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of the form

oo      .1 .o

G(9,u,v) = d + Y~      ■■■      Gn(zx, ... , zn,u,v)9(dzi)---9(dz„)
~nJ0 J0n=0

and

"^2bn\\G„(z\ , ... , z„, u, v)||oo < oo   for some b > 0,

n=0

then it is proved in Dawson and March (1993, Theorem 5.8) that there exists

a d* such that if d > d*, then the corresponding Fleming-Viot (single site)
martingale problem is well-posed.

Proof. Define an increasing sequence of finite subsets of /, say I\ c I2 c • ■ •

such that \Jm>iIm = I', denote by LG the wth truncated operator approxi-

mating LG, (that is, L0, is defined as L is but using sums over Im in place
of /).

By Theorem 4.2 of Vaillancourt (1990), the martingale problem for (Ld , p),

d e (0, oo), is well-posed in â°(D([<d, oo), y([0, l])7m)) for every distribution

p e y(y([0, 1 ])Qm). The existence of a continuous version can be obtained as

in Dawson (1993, Proposition 7.3.1). Given this unique solution, let us denote

by Pm (= Pm) its unique extension to y(C([0, oo), E)), obtained by freezing

the components £ Im . In the case where G(p, u, v) is not constant we have

to use techniques from Dawson and March (1993, Theorem 5.6) to construct a
solution.

Let F be a function in s/ (see (0.5)). The sequence of Pm-semimartingales

{F(X™)} , where {X™} here denotes the canonical process in y(C([0, oo), E))

associated with probability measure Pm , has uniformly bounded local charac-

teristics. The tightness of {Pm o F~x : m > 1} c y(C([0, oo), E)) for F in

s/ follows from the criteria of Joffe and Métivier (1986, Proposition 3.2.3).

We have to check the hypotheses made there on the drift and diffusion coef-

ficients of the semimartingale F(X,m), denoted by bm(t, ca), and am(t, co),

respectively. The condition needed is

(1.1) sup£sup(¿>m(/, -)2 + am(/,-))<oo.

Since F2 es/ if F es/ it suffices to show that

(1.2) sup£sup(/7w(r\.))2<oo.
m        t<T

This follows from the bound

(1.3) supsupLGm(F)(x) < CF,G < oo,
m      x

which is elementary.

Since s/ ç C(Ç) contains a countable dense algebra, the tightness of

{Pm : m > 1} in &>(D([0, oo), E)) follows from that of {Pm o F~x : m > 1}.

For each Fes/, and integer M > 1 there is a ¿m > 0 such that

(1.4) \LG(F) - LG(F)\ < ôMCF    for every m > M with âM -» 0 as M -» oo.
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Therefore all weak limits of {Pm} are solutions to the martingale problem

for LG. For G ^ d, we pick any such solution. To complete the proof—

and obtain that Pm converges weakly in the case G = d, d e (0, oo), as

a bonus—we need only prove the uniqueness of solutions to the martingale

problem for (Ld, p) when p e £P(E). Since we are now talking about the

case G = d, we use the concept of duality. This will be discussed extensively

in section 3. The reader is referred to Lemma 3.1 therein, which immediately

gives uniqueness. Furthermore, the continuity of the limit follows from the fact

that Pm(C([0, oo), E)) = 1 for each m (cf. Ethier and Kurtz (1986, Chapter
3, Theorem 10.2)).

Proposition 1.1. The unique solution of the martingale problem (LG, p) is for

G = d, d > 0, a Markov process which is Feller.   D

Proof. See Ethier and Kurtz (1986, Chapter 10, section 4.5).

Proposition 1.2. The unique solution of the martingale problem (LG, p) has for

G = d the property that each component of the process takes values in the set of

atomic measures on [0,1] for all t > 0, a.s.

Proof. It suffices to show for a fixed £0 e I, and 0 < T < 00, that xça(t) is

pure atomic for 0 < t < T, a.s. The idea is to reduce the question first to a

statement for Fleming-Viot systems with finitely many interacting components

and then in a second step to an ordinary Fleming-Viot process with mutation, for

which results are known. We define a finite sequence of systems of interacting

Fleming-Viot processes on a common probability space as follows. Let Im be

a finite subset of / which is given in the case / = Z" by [-m, m] and in the

case £lN by {£|</(0, £) < m}. We next replace [0, 1] in (0.8) by [0, 1]U {A}
and for m e N we set

L (F)(x)= 5>(i,0 / Ê*g!l{u){xç.(du)-x((du))
7-1 J\o. huía)   ox?

(1.5) i'e/

+ £/   /   Cfo^{^v)Q^du'dv)-
^1Jlo,i]Jio,i]dxidxi

This means that the process associated with LG1(F) has the property that if

x¡(0) = ¿a for Ç e Icm , then x((t) = ¿a for all t > 0, ¿¡ e Icm . Moreover it is

possible to construct a sequence of processes associated with {L^F), m € N}

on a common probability space such that for each t\ e I, xi"|[0, 1] is non-

decreasing in m . For each m, {xT1, ¿a|£ e Im) is a finite system of interact-

ing Fleming-Viot processes on with state space (^([0, 1] U A))m+1 and with

bounded migration rates. A simple modification of the proof of Theorem 5.2

in Donnelly and Kurtz (1991) yields that {xT'(-), aA\c¡ e Im) has with prob-

ability one paths in C([0, 00), (ya([0, 1] U A))m+1) where &>a denotes the

purely atomic probability measures. (The proof is a direct application of their

"look-down process" representation of the Fleming-Viot process and their con-

struction can easily be extended to represent the system {xT'(-), ¿a|£ € Im} ■)

(An alternative proof using stochastic calculus can also be obtained by mod-

ifying the arguments in Ethier and Kurtz (1986, p. 441) or Dawson (1993,

Theorem 8.2.1).) Moreover a first moment calculation shows that xf \ x¡¡ as
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m —> oo where {x¿} is a solution to the martingale problem for LG . Therefore

to complete the proof it suffices to note that the increasing limit of pure atomic

measures is pure atomic.

2. Fleming-Viot process with immigration source

From now on, the migration mechanism is a random walk on the hierarchical

group Qn ; ie. the stochastic matrix a(-, •) is actually a random walk kernel

on / = ilN . To be specific we consider a mean-field random walk (see (0.19),

(0.20)) given by a sequence {ck : k e N} of nonnegative parameters such that,

for every choice of ¿¡ and C in ¿In ,

û(i, Ç) := Y,Cj-iN   J+    where k = dß, Q.
j>k

The probability of a jump to a randomly chosen element within distance k is of

order N~k . This means that the strength of interaction between elements de-

pends on their hierarchical distance and this will give rise to multiple time scale

phenomena. The quasi-stationary behavior in each time scale will be approxi-

mated (for large times, order Nk) by a measure-valued diffusion on y([0, 1]),

denoted by (Zf'k)t>Q, which is a Fleming-Viot process with immigration from

a source 9 e y([0, 1]). We next describe processes of this type.

(a) The Fleming-Viot martingale problem. Consider the following martingale

problem. Let G(-, •, •) be a continuous symmetric function on 3°([0, 1]) x

[0, l]x[0, 1]^[0, oo),and <?(•) a measurable function [0, oo) -^^([0, 1]).

Consider the operator (recall (0.57) for QG)

Í1 dF
L,(F)(z) = c      —(u)(9(t, du) - z(du))

(2.1) J\d\

Jo Jo   ozdz

acting on functions

k    (   t\ \

F(z) = U[j fi(u)z(du)\ ,        fieC([0, 1]),  /=l,...,/c,  fe€N.

Lemma 2.1. The martingale problem (L,, z) has a solution. If G(z, u, v) = d,

then the solution is unique.   D

Proof. See for example [Dawson (1993, Theorem 10.3.2.1), or Dawson and

March (1993)].

Corollary 2.1. The martingale problem for (Lke, p) is well-posed in y(C([0, oo) :

<^([0, 1]))) for every 9 e y([0, 1]) and every p e Sg , with

Lk(F)(z) := Ck /      -¿-{uWidu) - z(du))
J[0,1] az

{yl'1) r     r     o2F
+ dk /      w-7T-(u, v)Qz(du, dv),

J[0,l]J[0,l] dzdz
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where

dk = rCk-f:1      fark>l,
Ck-\ +<*k-\

d0 = l, F(z) = f[l^ fi(u)z(du)) ,    feC([0,l]),

i = I,..., k, k eN.   a

(b) Representation of equilibrium states: Proof of Theorem 0.3. We must show

that, for each 9 e ¿P([0, 1]), the above martingale problem for Lke possesses

a unique stationary distribution, namely the law Yke e ¿P(¿?([0, 1])) of

i-i
VkH(l-Vk)

7 = 1

?[/,-

Ethier and Kurtz (1991, Theorem 3.8) proved that there is only one stationary

distribution, namely the law of 2~2/>i f.'^r/, where {[/,} are i.i.d. (9) and the

vector (t]i, f/2 , ... ) has the Poisson-Dirichlet distribution with parameter ykx .

This law was originally constructed by Kingman (1975) as the weak limit of

the reversed order statistics of a sequence of Dirichlet distributions. Patil and

Taillie (1977) showed that rearranging the coordinates of a GEM in decreasing

order yields a vector with Poisson-Dirichlet law (see Ethier (1992, Corollary,

§3) and Ethier (1990, Theorem 3.2) for an elegant proof). Combining these

yields our assertion.

We conclude this section by deriving a formula needed later on in the section

on renormalization. Consider the solution of (2.1 ) with G(z, u, v) = d, 9(t) =

9.

Lemma 2.2. Let Qz(du, dv) = z(du)öu(dv) - z(du)z(dv) and let Ye be the

measure on the right-hand side of (0.25) with 7k = y ■ Then

(2.3) EriQ2(du,dv) = -!-rQo(du,dv).   D
y + 1

Proof. We begin by reviewing some properties of the ingredients defining Ye .

The Beta(a, b) distribution on [0, 1] has density given by

f(x) = c(a,b)xa~x(l -x)b~x,    a>0,b>0,

.     ■ (a + 6-1)!
c{a'b) = (a-\y.(b-iy:

A Beta(a, b) distributed random variable X satisfies

E[X] = -f-r ,     Var[*]
a + b' L   '     (a + b)2(a + b + I)'

The sequence of [0, l]-valued random variables,   {A/}}, is said to have the

GEM(/J) joint distribution iff

7-1

Mj := VjT\(l - Vi)   where VX,V2, ... i.i.d. Beta( 1, ß).
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Then using the above formulas for the beta distribution

Note that specializing to the case of interest we get

Te := S? I Y2MJâUi J where {£/,} are i.i.d. 9 and {A/,} are GEM(y_1).

We are now ready to begin with the proof of (2.3).

/ Qz(du,dv)Ye(dz) = E   YJMJôu1{du)ôu(dv)
J !_1

(2.4)

/        OO 1

-      J2 MjMkSujidutfu^dv)
Kj,k=i

OO

= 9(du)ôu(dv) - ^2 E[MjMk]9(du)9(dv)
j,k=l

)*k

OO

-Y^E[M2]9(du)ôu(dv)

= n[9(du)Su(dv) - 9(du)9(dv)],

where

r¡ = 1 ~22 ElMf]       since ̂  A/, = 1
7=1 \ 7=1

We shall now verify that £j£, E[M2] = y/(l + y). If we define

2y2 _,      ,      .        2y
A:=

then we obtain

(y+l)(2y+l
,    B:=l+A

(1+7)'

E[M2] = E
7-1

^ik*i=i
= ABJ~X,

YJE[M2] = A/(\-B).

Hence

7=1

Therefore in (2.4) n = -J- and the proof is complete.   D

Remark. (2.3) immediately yields for the equilibrium state of (2.2) with Ck = c,

dk = d that

cd
(2.5)

ca
ETe(d • Qz(du, dv)) = ^-j-Qe(du,dv).
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3. Duality and behavior of the infinite system:

Proof of Theorem 0.1

(a) Duality. A central tool in proving theorems about the behavior of sys-

tems of interacting Fleming-Viot processes is the duality relation between these

systems and systems of delayed coalescing random walks (For other methods

compare 4(c).) The purpose of this subsection is to formulate the appropriate

dual process for our system. In order to reduce the notation we shall write down

everything for the case / = ¿In . Since N is a fixed parameter, in section 3 we

will simply write ¿I instead of Q^ . We construct the duality in three steps.

(i) In the first step we introduce a set of functions which determines a prob-

ability law on (^([0, l]))n and for which the duality relation will later be

formulated. Define for X(t) = {xí(í)}r>o the following "characteristic" func-
tions:

(3.1)     F(í¡)J(t) = E ( /   •••/  f(ui, ... ,um)x(l(t)(dui)---xSn,(t)(dum)\

with /eC([0, l]m), (<**)£, e¿im, men.

Remark. Note that by choosing n distinct points Ç', i = 1, ... , n , in ¿I and

considering (t]x, ... ,t]2, ... , £"_1, ... , <*"), where £' appears n\ times, etc.

and setting f e C([0, l]"i+  +"*) to be equal to

m n

f(u\,...,um) = Y\gi(ui),    m = J2n¡>       g¡eC([0,l]), i= \,... ,m,
i=\ 1=1

we prescribe the mixed moment measures of all orders of the field {xç}çeçi and

hence determine its distribution uniquely. Since C([0, 1]) separates points in

y([0, 1]), the law of X(t) is determined once we know

\ %),/(í)|(¿T=i e Qm, with /(«,,..., um) = n*/("«).
I i=I

g¡eC([0, 1]),  /= l,..., m; meN 1.   D
J

Since the next objective is to determine {F^j(t), t > 0} via a suitable dual

process, we first rewrite {F^ j(t), t > 0} in the standard form for duality

relations. For every / e C([0, 1]"), /> 0, we set

Hf(X,n):(&>([0,l])fx¿l"^R+,

(3.2) Hf(X, n) =     f(ui, ... , un)x^(dux) ■ ■ ■ xr(du„),

X = (Xi)(€a 6 (y«0, 1]))",  rj = (tjx, ... , r,") e ¿i".

Then

(3.3) F{i¡)J(t) = EHf(X(t),r1),   where r, = (¿',..., {").

(ii) The next step is to define the dual process, a delayed coalescing random

walk. Denote by

(3.4) Cn = set of partitions of {1, ... , «}.
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For tí e Ç„ , let \n\ denote the number of nonempty partition elements and rep-

resent n as a mapping from {1, ... , «} onto {1, ... , \n\}; that is, n~x gives

the indices of the particles in a particular position. Each partition element is a

subset of {1,...,«}. For every element n e¿l", written as n = (nx, ... , n"),

we define a Markov process

(3.5) (f/,)t6R+ =(n¡,..., i/I*'I;k,)

with state space Zn := {(nx,..., ijW ; n)\r]J e ¿I, j = 1, ... , \n\, n e Q ,

initial state rj0 = (nx, ... , n" ; {{1}, ... , {«}}) and in which n[ denotes the

location of the 7th partition element at time t. The time evolution consists of

two types of transition given by the rules

(a) The locations of the partition elements perform indepen-

dent continuous time random walks on ¿I with transition rates

a(Ç, £')  (we can think of this as a set of particles moving to-

(3.6) gether).
(b) All pairs of partition elements in n whose locations in

¿I coincide coalesce at a fixed rate, d, independently of each

other yielding a partition with one fewer elements.

(iii) We now extend Hf to a function Hf on (^([0, l]))n x Zn), in order

to be able to formulate the duality relation. Set

Hf(X,t)) = Hf(X,(n,n))

(3.7) =/.../ f(unW, ... , un(n))xv>(du\) ■ ■ ■ x^du)^ ,

n = (nx,...,nW).

Now we are ready for:

Lemma 3.1 (Duality). For every n e ¿l" , fe C([0, 1]"), n e Çn , neN:

(3.8) EHf(X(t), 770) = EHf(X(0), f,,),

where fjo = (r¡, n).   D

Proof. Denote by G the generator of the system of interacting Fleming-Viot

processes and by G* the generator of the system of coalescing random walks

with delay. Then by inspection

(3 9) GHf(-, r)o)(X, fa) = (G*Hf(X, -))(X, fj0),

X e(^>([0,l])f, and f]0 = (n, n) with t] e ¿1^ ,  n e f„.

Furthermore the linear hull of the set

(3.10)
{Hf(-,fjo):f£C([0, l]"),fj0 = (r,, {{1}, .... {«}}),  r, e Q",  n e N}

is dense in C{&>{[0, l])n),

and finally

(311) {Hf(X,-):feC([0, l]n),Xe(^([0, l])f,neN}

is dense in L^S"") for all n e N.

The first statement was shown in the remark following (3.1). The second state-

ment follows since these functions separate points of the countable set (¿ln xÇ„).
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The relations (3.9)—(3.11) then imply the relations (3.8) as follows. For t *= 0

and left-hand side and the right-hand side of (3.8) are equal and the left-hand

side of (3.8) is a solution to a linear system of countably many differential equa-

tions which is given by G*. Since G* is a bounded operator on L^S""), the

solution of this system, that is, the right-hand side of (3.8), is (uniquely) given

by exp(tG*)[Hf(X(0), •)}.

(b) Proof of Theorem 0.1. The proof is based on the duality from subsection

3(a). We start with some preparatory remarks on coalescing random walks.

The first observation is the following. Suppose Z\(t), Zi(t) are indepen-

dent continuous time random walks on ¿I with transition kernel â(Ç,Ç'); then

(Z\(t) - Z2(t))t>o is a random walk on ¿I with transition kernel â(£,, ¿¡') and

jump rate 2, where

i
(3.12) a(£, £') = -(«(£, O+ a(<f,£)).

Next since \n¡\ is monotone decreasing, we can define the random variable n^ :

(3.13) 7TOO = lim nt.
í—oo

Finally we discuss the behavior of nt for ( -» oo. We have to distinguish

between the two cases, à recurrent, respectively transient. Denote by Z(t) a

random walk on ¿I with transition rate a(£, £,') starting at 0 and by {Z¡(t)}¡e^

a sequence of independent copies of Z(t). We can assume that the system of

coalescing random walks with delay is constructed on a probability space on

which both the sequence {Z;(í)}/6n and an independent collection of exponen-

tially distributed random variables are defined. Then the behavior, as t —» oo,

of the system of coalescing random walks with delay is as follows:

Lemma 3.2 (Coalescing systems).

a recurrent :

<3-14) 5f(f,t)-5?((Z(t);{\,...,n}))  ^  0.
/—»oo

For the case in which à is transient we write n^ as

(3.15) TToo = {^oo(l ),..., 7Too(")}.

à transient :

(3.16) ^(rll\\7i00\ = k)-J?'(Zi(t),...,Zk(t))   =»   0   V/c e {0, 1 , ... } ,
t—»oo

/»(Iff«,I = 1) < 1, provided \n0\ / 1.    D

Proof. Consider first the case in which ä is recurrent. Since Z\(t) - Z2(t) is

a random walk with jump rate 2 and transition kernel à, we know that with

probability one all particles coalesce. This implies (3.14).

In the case in which â is transient, there exists a random time a , a < oo a.s.,

such that at a the last collision of particles (in particular the last coalescence)

occurs in the system fjs. Denote by £'(/), ... , ¿l*00^/) the position of the

partition elements at time o + t. The system nu behaves for times u = s +

t + a like a system of l^od random walks in 5 , starting at Ç(t), ... , ^noo^(t)

and conditioned on never meeting. Since for every pair /, j with i ^ j,

Ç'(t) - c¡J(t)   —>   oo, the event that <!;' and & never meet after time t has
/—»oo

probability tending to one as i->oo. Hence it suffices to know the following:
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Let (Zx(t) ,Zx(t),..., Zxm(t)), (Z2(t), Z2(t),..., Z2m(t)) be independent

collections of m independent copies of Z(t), starting at (0, ... , 0), respec-

tively a vector (£', ... , t,m). Then there exist random times S, T such that

5f((Zx(S), ... , Z^(S))\S) =J?((Z2(T), ... , Z2m(T))\T),

Prob(S < oo) = Prob(T < oo) = 1,

Prob(S = «) = Prob(r=n).

According to Corollary 1 in Greven (1987) this follows for discrete time Markov

processes if all bounded space-time harmonic functions are constant. The lat-

ter fact follows for aperiodic random walks from the lemma of Choquet and

Deny (cf. Spitzer (1964, Chapter 6, TI)) (aperiodicity is true in our case since

a(0, 0) > 0). Since the jump times are independent of the state, the continuous

time statement follows immediately from the discrete time result as follows: the

difference of the two processes counting the jumps is a random walk on Z with

expected jump size, 0 hence a recurrent process.

Now we are ready for the proof of Theorem 0.1.

Case 1.  â recurrent.

We proceed in three steps. First we show that the components concentrate

on ¿-measures and then in a second step that we have consensus among the

components and finally we combine these facts.

Step 1. Choose in (3.2) m = 2, f(ux, u2) = g(u\)g(u2), n = (Ç, Ç) and get
from (3.7)

Ell  g(u)x¿du)

(3.17) = eIj' g2(u)xn](du)\(nt = {1,2})

+ j g(u)xn;(du) ■ j g(u)Xr¡}(du)\(nt = {{1}, {2}}) J.

Since

(3.18) VarXi(g) = J g2(u)x((du) - (| g(u)xs(du)^   ,

we have using (3.14) in (3.17) that

(3.19) E(V&rX((l)(g)) t-^ 0.

Since ^(xi(0)€y(y([0,l])), the set

(3.20) {&(xç(t))}t>o

is weakly relatively compact. A weak limit point ¿2?(x¡(oo)) of the sequence

must according to (3.19) be concentrated on

(3.21) M ={Su\ue [0,1]};

i.e. ^(jc^oo)) = /„' S{Su)H((du) for some //«*(•) e y([0, 1]).   But we know

from (3.8) that for &{{x((0)}(ea) = p

(3.22) E(xi(t), /) = (9, f)
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so that for such a limit point £?({x((oo)}iea)

(3.23) E(xi(Oo),f) = (0,f)   V/eC([0,l]).

We conclude from (3.23) and (3.21) that H( = 9 so that

(3.24) &(xs(oo)) = I 6(Su)9(du)
Jo

which finishes the first step.

Step 2. In order to show that consensus of the components occurs for t —► oo

set in (3.2) m = 2, f(ux, u2) = g(ux)g(u2) but use r¡ = (Ç1, £2) with ¿¡x # £2.

Then we get from (3.8)

E (J g(u)xv (t)(du) J g(u)xp(t)(du)\

(3.25) = EI J g2(u)xn¡(du)\(nt = {1,2})

+ Jg(u)xt,1(du)jg(u)xrif(du)l(nl = {{l},{2}})

By (3.14), (3.24) the right-hand side (cf. (3.25)) converges to

(3.26) [ g2(u)9(du)

and the left-hand side to

(3.27) E I / g(u)xi,(oo)(du) / g(u)xii(oo)(du) J .

Since indicators of open or closed intervals can be pointwise approximated

by bounded continuous functions, we have (3.25)-(3.27) for such indicator

functions. Hence choosing g(-) = 1A , A an interval, we conclude from (3.24)

and (3.25)-(3.27) that

9(A) = Ex^(oo)(A),        ¿ = 1,2,

[ '    ' 9(A) = E(xv(oo)(A)xS2(oo)(A)).

This implies with (3.24) (x¿(oo)(A) is either 0 or 1 !):

(3.29) xv(œ) = x(2(oo)   V^^eí)

so that consensus occurs as t —» oo

Step 3. Combining (3.29) and (3.24) yields

(3.30) ^((x((t)ken) ^ f ô{Su)a9(du).

This proves the assertion (0.16) and (0.18).

Case 2.  â transient.
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In order to establish the convergence of £?(X(i)) for t —► oo we shall need

below the following two facts (here p is again a homogeneous ergodic law on

(y([0, l]))n with marginal mean measure 9).

(3.31) n,   ->   ftoo,

Y,    (xt<(0),f)---(xi„(0),f)P(Zl(t) = Çx,...,Zn(t) = n

(3.32) «i.{-)

-♦ (9, f)n ,     ¿¿-probability.

The last relation follows from the fact that (xc(0), /)¿en under p is a homoge-

neous ergodic field with mean-value (9, /) (cf. abstract L2-ergodic theorem in

Fleischmann (1978)). The first relation is (3.13). Furthermore note that due to

the transience of â (see (3.12)) it is easy to show using characteristic functions

that the probability of the event that a random walk with transition kernel â

starting in Ç hits £° = (0, 0, ...) tends to zero as d(Ç, c¡°) tends to infinity.

Hence

P(noc = {{l},...,{n}}\r,x=c;x,...,r1"=Z",

(3.33) 7T0 = {{1}, ...,{«}})       -        1.
|í'-íJHoo

W

Now we are ready to start the proof. Observe that in (3.16) the distribution of

a single Zk(i)(t) is that of the random walk Z(t). Then combine (3.31), (3.32)
with (3.15), (3.16) and insert this result in the right-hand side of (3.8). Choose

f(u\, ... ,u„) = g(u¡) ■ ■ ■ g(u„) and let j\, ... , j¡7lool denote the cardinality of

the elements of floo • Then

|*ool

(3.34) EHf(X(t),fj)  -.  El[(e,gJ-).
t—»oo -*■-*-

1=1

This proves that, for every p e y, the process starting in p, ^(i), satisfies:

there is a v^ e â°(â°([0, 1])) with the two properties:

(3.35) ^(X^(t))^vg   así ^oo,

(3.36) E">(xi,g) = (e,g).

Due to the relation (3.33) we know furthermore

n

(3.37) £"•!!<*«"*>       -       (9,g)n.

Mj

Hence the limit measure ve is homogeneous, spatially ergodic and has mean

measure 9.

It remains to show that vQ is an invariant measure for the dynamics. (The

extremality is already a consequence of the spatial ergodicity.) Denote by S(t)

the semigroup of the process X(t) and by pg the measure concentrated on the

state (àgflN . Then by the Feller property (recall Theorem 0.0)

(3.38) vgS(t) = w-lim pgS(s + t) = w-lim peS(u).
s—»oo «—»oo

Since pg is in y (9), the right-hand side of (3.38) equals ve . This shows that

vg is an invariant measure. This finishes the proof of (0.14), (0.15) and (0.17).
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(c)   Proof of (0.68).   Note that

Var((xiAkl(t),g))

= N~2k\       J2      Var«x¿,(0,£»

(3.39)

K£' :d(£,£')<k

+

+ Y Cov((xsl(t),g),(xi„(t),g))

,d{£,£")<k

ï")<È*/2]

J2 Coy((x(,(t),g),(Xil,(t),g))\.
,d(£.£")<k >

d(i,t'),d(i,i")<k
d(i> ,n<lk/2]

d(t,('),d(£,(")<k
d(£',£")>[k/2]

(3.40)

Since Yar({x^(t), g)) are uniformly bounded, the first and second terms go to

zero as k —* oo uniformly in N > 2. But using the duality relation

Coy((xi,(t),g),(xi„(t),g))

= E (y g(u)xs,(t)(du) J'g(u)Xi„(t)(du)} - (y g(u)9(du)Sj

= e(Ig2(u)9(du)l(nl^ {1,2})

+ J g(u)xn](du) j g(u)Xfl!(du)l(7tt = {{1}, {2}}) j

( Í V- i^J g(u)9(du)j  .

But for the coalescing random walks satisfying J2k ^lck < °° (cf- Dawson and

Greven (1993c, 1.40 and Lemma 6.1)), P(n, = {1, 2}|,/¿ = £', n2 = {») -» 0
(uniformly for TV > No for some No) as d(c¡', £") —► oo and conditioned on

nt — {{!}> {2}}, d(r\\, t]2) -» oo in probability as d($', £,") —► oo. Hence

Coví^íO, ^), (xç»(t), g)) -^ 0 as o"^', <¡¡") -» oo and therefore

Var((x,t_ |fe|(r), g)) —* 0   as /c —» oo uniformly in ? and N > N0.

4. The multiple time scale behavior for finite systems
without hierarchy in the mean-field limit N —> OO

The major issues we deal with in this section and the next are the following

two problems which arise in connection with the formulation and proof of the

multiple space-time scale behavior. First we have to deal with a sequence of

infinite systems of interacting components, indexed by yV, which we analyse in

the limit N —* oo, in contrast to the usual situations in which one considers

McKean-Vlasov limits of finite systems. Second we work in fast time scales

ß(N)t, not for fixed t. In our treatment we shall separate these two problems.

First (in this section 4) we shall investigate an analogous system with finitely

many (namely N) components without hierarchy in a fast time scale Nt, as

TV —* oo. In the second step in section 5 we shall then extend these results to

treat the system with infinitely many components.
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(a) Definition and properties of the finite system without hierarchy in fast time

scales. We want to reduce the complexity of our system. The idea is to remove

the interaction between components at a hierarchical distance of more than k .

This interaction vanishes if c/ =0 Vj' > k. These "truncated" systems are

essentially finite systems since all components can be grouped in finite blocks,

which evolve independently. In order to analyse these finite systems we start

in this subsection with the simplest one where k = 1, i.e. Cj = 0 for / =

1,2,3,.... Then we might as well consider only the evolution of one single

block {{¿;, 0, 0, ...} \c¡ e {0, ... , N - 1}} and then view this system as one

which has state space (3°([0, l]))N and write c, d instead of Co, do:

Definition.  (YN(t))t>o is the (unique) solution of the martingale problem on

C([0,oo),(y([0, 1]))") given by (LN,,N).  Here with y = (y,,..., yN) e

(&([0,l]))N:

N-\   I   fi        7V-1 ßF(   . \

LN(F)(y) = £     /    m £ -Q^my^d^-y^du))
í=0   \J° £'=0       **

<4'1) +zlldâïM("-v>Q*{d"-dv)

where Qy((du, dv) = (y((du)Su(dv) - yç(du)yz(dv)),

m     -i

F(z) = \[l   ua'z(du)   with a, G N,  ze#([0,l]).

The initial law pN is an N-exchangeable measure on (¿?([0, l]))N with mar-

ginal mean measure 9 e â°([0, 1]); that is, {y((0) : £ e {0, ... , N - 1}} are

TV-exchangeable y([0, l])-valued random variables whose joint distribution is

invariant under permutations of{0,...,yV-l}.   G

Remark. Similarly, when extending the results of the present section to the

hierarchical system with state space (^([0, 1]))"" we will consider laws pn

which are multi-N-exchangeable, that is, invariant under all maps of the form

(x£)£eaN -» (xñ£)£€ClN »

where ñ has the form

Ä(<*i, £>, ... , £k . ■ • • ) = (Éi, £>, • • • , nZk , ■ ■ ■ )   for some k e N

and n is a permutation of {0, ... , N - 1}.

It then follows that, for every / > 0, {y¡(t) ; £ € {0, ... , yV - 1}} are
yV-exchangeable ¿P([0, l])-valued random variables. It will turn out that the

behavior of the above system in fast time scales Nt (N —> oo) is determined by

the random variable 6? with values in y([0, 1]) defined as follows (empirical

distribution of types):

(4.2) {0!',f) = (jfz2yt(t)>f}'     V/€Loo([0,l]).
\        i=0 /

The crucial results of this section are the following two propositions, which

provide a complete picture of the finite process in the fast time scale Nt. Recall
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that r0, denotes the equilibrium of a Fleming-Viot process on y([0, 1]) with
immigration given by 9 (see (0.25)) at rate c = cq .

Proposition 4.1. Suppose that {Nk} c N is a subsequence such that the following

two statements hold for some fixed s e [0, oo) :

(i)

&({6%k)t€R+)   =>  5?((9t)tm+)

where (0,)reR+ is a stochastic process with values in ¿P([0, 1]) and continuous

paths ;

(ii)
&(YN*{sNk))   =>   v(s)eas((^>({0, l]))z+).

k—»oo

Define P, = &(6,) and v6 = 0^OI^ € ^((^([0, l]))z+). 77zé>K fAe mea-

sure 1/(5) 15 iAe /aw o/an exchangeable sequence of 3°([0, l])-valued random

variables with de Finetti representation :

(4.3) u(s) = / Ps(dp)u P.    □

Proposition 4.2. Let (9s)seu+ be the solution of the well-posed martingale prob-

lem (L,Se) on C([0,oo):y([0, 1])) with

cd     fx   fx d2F(z)

(4.4) with Qz(du, dv) = z(du)âu(dv) - z(du)z(dv) and

F(z) = T[/  ua'z(du),       a, gN, men, ze^([0,l]).
Tli ^0;=i

Then

(4.5) J?((9?N)S€R+)   =>   ^((e,),«.).    □
TV—»OO

Combining these two propositions above we obtain the key result of section

4:

Corollary. Le/ p be a product measure on (^([0, l]))z+ and pn the restriction

to (^([0, 1]))^. Choose this pn as initial law of YN(•). Furthermore, (9,)t>o

is the process defined in (4.4) and v$ the measure introduced in Proposition 4.1.

Then for every t e [0, 00) :

(4.6) &(YN(tN))   #   &{vBl)= f Prob(9, ed6)v8.   D
N^°° J£?>{[0,1])

The basic tool for the first proposition is the finite system scheme argument

discussed in 4(b) below based on coupling which we discuss in 4(c), and Propo-

sition 2 is derived via the techniques of martingale problems in 4(d).

(b) Mean-field finite system scheme: Proof of Proposition 4.1. The heuristic

idea is that the density (averages over the components) changes slowly com-

pared to the evolution of the individual components. Hence we expect the

system to relax into the equilibria corresponding to a system in which the

density N~x ^2¿x^(sN + t) is replaced by the fixed state, namely the measure
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yV ' J2£ xç(sN), on the original time scale t. To turn this into a rigorous proof

the key idea is to view via periodic continuation (YN(t)) as a system indexed

by Z+ rather than by {0,l,...,yV-l} and compare it with the auxiliary

infinite system (Y°°(t))t>o on (y([0, l]))z+ defined below which has indepen-

dent components and each component evolves as Fleming-Viot process with

immigration from source p e ¿P([0, 1]) where p is obtained as the average

over the initial state of the components.

The formal definition of Y°°(t) is as follows. Fix a p e &>([0, 1]). We

take as initial distributions exchangeable measures p on y([0, l]))z+ with

the properties:

(i) p is L2(/i)-ergodic; i.e. for every / : [0, 1] —> E with Efif2(yo) < oo,

the field {(y¡, /)},ez+ has the property that

M

M+~

1
—r £(v;, f)   -»   E(y0, f)   L2(p) and p-a.s.
-+- 1  *-' M—»oo

1=0

(ii) E(y0,f) = (p,f)VfeLoo([0,l]).

Definition. (Y°°(t))t>o is defined to be the solution of the martingale problem

(Zoo, P°°) on C([0, oo) : (^([0, l]))z+) with p°° satisfying (i) and (ii) and

yG(y([0,l]))z+,y = (y,),ez+.

Loo{F)(y) = J2

(4.7)
/6Z+

/ mr-(u)(p(du)-y¡(du))
Jo   oyi

,,.;< r<a*m+dLLW,{u-v)Q'Mu-äv)
lo Jo   dyjdyi

where

7(y) = II /  u<"y>(du),       a¡ e N, Y a> < °° >
(6Z+ ■/° ¡ez+

and

Qyk(du, dv) = yk(du)ôu(dv) - yk(du)yk(dv).   D

We can obviously define the process as well for periodic initial states.

The argument is now based on an abstract scheme developed in Dawson and

Greven (1993b) presented in step (i). So as not to obscure the main ideas of

this argument we use five properties, Lemmas 4.1-4.5 below, which will only

be subsequently reformulated and proved in step (ii).

(i) Abstract scheme. The space y(y([0, 1])) is compact in the weak topol-

ogy of measures. Hence, given some sequence L(N) with L(N) < s'N, with

s' < s , we can choose a subsequence Nk of yV^ (of Proposition 1 ) such that:

(4.8) 3'(YNk ~       ~   ) converges weakly as k —» oo,
(sß(Nk)-L(Nk))

where ß(N) := N. Denote the limit in (4.8) by p . Note that p is exchangeable

since the initial distributions of YN were yV-exchangeable measures. In the

sequel we choose L(N) such that

(4.9) L(N) j +00    as N -► oo,     L(N) = o(yV).
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Next by de Finetti's theorem (cf. Dawson (1993), section 11.2)) we can decom-

pose p as follows (condition on the density):

(4.10) p= / pPdA(p)
M[0,1])

with Ae^([0, 1])) andforeach p, pp an i.i.d. measure on (&>([0, l]))z+,

satisfying

E^[f(yo)] = (p,f)   V/GLoo([0,l]).

By our assumption on (9f) we know that:

(4.11) ^^{Nk))k^Ps(.),    2>{9^Nk)_L(Nk)) k^Ps(-)

by the continuity of Ps. The measure A of (4.10) can of course be easily

identified via the L?-ergodic theorem:

(4.12) A(.)=Wlim (-^¿y-jj    váthJ?((y?)ieZ+) = p.

We shall show in (4.26) of Lemma 4.3 below that

(4.13) A(.) = PS('.).

Hence we have from (4.10) that

(4.14) /y=/ ppPs(dp).

For a system (Y°°(t))t>o with 5f(Y°°(0)) = pp we shall show in (4.18) of
Lemma 4.1 below that

(4.15) &(Y°°{t)) => up   as/ -co.

Next we shall see in (4.21) that 9 —* (ve, f), f e C([0, 1]), is continuous

and bounded. Furthermore (Y°°(i))«>o is a Feller process. Hence we can

summarize the last two relations to conclude that for ^(y°°(0)) = p we have

(4.16) &(Y°°(t))  =>    ivPPs(dp).

To finish the proof we introduce the measure ¡ín on (& ([0, l]))z+ as the dis-

tribution of the random element obtained by periodic continuation of

YN(sß(N)-L(N)) to (^([0, l]))z+. Denote the process Y°°(t) starting in

Pn by Yjf(t) and by Y£g(t) the process starting in p, defined in (4.7). Write

(abusing notation somewhat)

(4-17L
S?(YN*{sß(Nk))) = [£>(YN*(sß(Nk))) -S?(Yg(L(Nk)))]

+ [¿?(Y^(L(Ñk)))-J?(Y™(L(Ñk)))] + J?(Y£(L(Ñk))).
"k

We shall prove below (in (4.28) of Lemma 4.4 and (4.29) of Lemma 4.5) that
the first two signed measures converge to the 0-measure weakly as k —> oo , while

according to (4.16) the third measure converges to J vpPs(dp) which finishes

the proof.
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(ii) Key lemmas. It remains now to derive and formulate the properties used

in the argument above. This is the content of the next five lemmata. Some

of the proofs involve coupling techniques. We shall devote section 4(c) to a

systematic development of this method.

The longterm behavior of Fleming-Viot processes on y([0, 1]) with im-

migration is well known (cf. Ethier (1990), Ethier and Griffith (1987), Shiga
(1982)). We can summarize the results in the following statement about the

process (Y°°(t))t>0:

Lemma 4.1. Let p be a shift invariant and ergodic measure on (â"([0, l]))z+

with mean measure p. For ^(Y°°(0)) — p, the system (Y°°(t)) behaves as

follows :

S?(Y°°(t))   =>   vp,
l—»oo

vp — ÇQ rp,     with Yp as given in (0.25) and with y = d/c.   D
*ez+

Some properties of the dependence of the measures above on the parameter

p will be of importance:

Lemma 4.2. Endow 3°([0, 1]) with the weak topology of measures and define

the map I : &>{[0, 1]) -* (&>([0, l]))z+ by

(4.19) 1(9) = ve,     9e^([0,l]),

and the map y :C(9°(\0, 1])) - Lœ(y([0, 1])) by

(4.20) ^(Aí) = £"(/(J'¡))-

Then

(4.21) I is continuous.

Define

(4-22)

\\u-p\\:=inf   f\u-v\Y(du,dv):Ye&([0, I}2), n\(Y) = v, n2(Y) = p

If we assume that f e Loo(y([0, 1])) has the property \f(9) - f(9')\ <

L(f)\\9-9'\\,then

(4.23) \^(f\e)-^(f)(W)\<L(f)\\9-9'\\.    D
Proof. If the Lipschitz continuous functions on y([0, 1]) (in the sense of

(4.22)) were dense in C(y([0, 1])), it would be enough to show the second

relation (4.22). Assume this property of C(y([0, 1])) for the moment. Now a

coupling argument which also yields the result of Lemma 4.1 is essential. If we

start Y°°(t) in the states 9 , and 9' respectively, we can define both processes

on one probability space such that

limsup\(Yr(t),f)-(Y2°°(t),f)\<L(f)\\9-9'\\
1—»oo

which proves the assertion. The construction of such a bivariate dynamic can

be found as a special case of that which will be given in section 4(c) (cf. Lemma

4.7).
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In order to finish the argument we must verify that the Lipschitz functions

on y([0, 1]) are dense in C(y([0, 1])). To do this first note that a Lip-

schitz continuous function on y([0, 1]) (in the sense of (4.22)) is continuous,

and that y([0, 1]) is compact in the weak topology. We then apply the Stone-

Weierstrass theorem (Yosida (1980, p. 9)). If f\, f2 are Lipschitz functions,

then f\ +f2 is Lipschitz with L(f +f2) < L(f) + L(f2), and ff2 is Lipschitz
with L(fif2) < ||/2||oo^(/i) + Wf\\\ooL(f2). Clearly the collection of Lipschitz
functions separate points. Hence the assumptions of that theorem are fulfilled.

The next step is to verify the stability property (4.13) of the estimator of

9 with respect to weak convergence. This can be done in either of two ways.

The first method is to consider pN as the restriction to (y([0, l]))2N+l of

a translation invariant measure, p, on (¿P([0, l]))z and then to apply the

analogue of Lemma 2.3 of Cox, Greven and Shiga (1993). The second method

which we will follow here is based on the property of exchangeability.

Lemma 4.3. Let (y^)i^o,N-\] be an exchangeable family of ¿P([0, l])-valued
random variables distributed according to pn ■ Assume that pn => p where p is

an exchangeable measure on (¿P([Q, l]))z+ in the sense that, for every k e Z+ ,

(yff, ... , yk) => (yo, ... , yk) in distribution as N —► oo .

Define random variables (p,(j)N on the probability spaces (p,(¿P([0, l]))z+),

respectively (pN, (&>([0, l]))'0'^1). by setting:

(4.24) 0,/>= lim (-^¿(y,.,/)) ,        feC([0, 1]),
n-»oo \ n + 1  ¿—' j

(4.25) (4>N,f) = I ¿Of ,f),       feC([0, 1]).
;=0

Then

(4.26) &{<t>N)   =>   &{</>)■   n
TV—»oo

Proof. Choose first a countable dense subset M of C([0, 1]). For f e M a

result of Aldous (1985, Proposition 7.20) states that

1     A. \       „(,. 1
S?   Tr—r5ZV n \^^    Iim —-rY,s(y, /))    asV-oo.

\N+ih {y"f))     w°°"+1f=í    )
Since the mapping p -» L {,xp(dx) is continuous on y([0, 1]), and M is

convergence determining the result follows.

The proofs of the next two lemmas will be deferred to a separate section, since

they are based on coupling techniques which we shall systematically develop

there. The first of these lemmas formalises the fact that an infinite interacting

system and a large finite one look similar for long times provided that the

interaction is local enough. We first need some notation.

Let 6¡ be the density process corresponding to YN(s) according to (4.2).

Continue the configuration of YN(sß(N) - L(N)) to (^([0, l]))z+ periodi-

cally. The distribution thus obtained is denoted by pN ■ Let Yff(t) be the
system starting with the distribution ¡In and with dynamics as introduced in

the beginning of section 4(b), in (4.7), where we set p = 9?ß{N)_L(N).
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Lemma 4.4 (Comparison of finite-infinite systems). Fix some s e E+ and a

sequence L(N) f +00 as N —► 00 but with L(N) = o(N). Assume that (with

|| • || as defined in (4.22))

(4.27) sup  \\9?ß{N)-9?ß{N)_t\\   =►   0 in probability.
t<L(N) N—»oo

Then for every function f e C((y([0, l]))z+, E) which depends only on finitely

many components we have (for N > No(f)) that:

(4.28) \E[f(Y^(L(N)))]-E[f(YsNß{N))]\   -   0.    D
^*   '       TV—»oo

Finally some uniformity in the ergodic theorem for the infinite system

(Y°°(t))t>o is needed, which roughly says that the limits of the laws of the

process for t —> 00 are a continuous function of the initial configuration so that

we can apply to the situation in which the initial measure changes as a function

of time.
Again we need some notation for the precise statement. Let pn be a sequence

of measures on (y([0, l]))z+ such that, for each N, Pn is concentrated

on yV-periodic configurations, or is exchangeable, and furthermore under pn ,

{y¿ : £, = 0, ... , N - 1} is yV-exchangeable. Let p be an exchangeable measure

on (^([0, l]))z+. Assume that pN => p as N -> 00. Denote by 9N, 9 the

density corresponding to pn (according to (4.2)), p respectively. Denote by

Y^(t), Y£(t) the process Y°°(t) defined in (4.7) with p = 9N, respectively

p = 9 , and started with initial distribution pn , respectively p .

Lemma 4.5. Let L(N) be a sequence with L(N) —► 00 as N —> 00. Then for

every f G C((y([0, l]))z+, E) we have

(4.29) |£[/(y^L(yV)))]-£[/(y~(L(/V)))]|   =>   0.    D
TV—»00

(c) Coupling. In the arguments needed to prove our various lemmata, it is

essential to compare processes starting in different initial states or processes

using different sources 9 for the immigration term. A technique very useful

for these purposes is the so-called coupling of two processes. In the context

of interacting particle systems or interacting diffusions these coupled processes

can easily be defined. In our infinite-dimensional context this is slightly more

complex. We start by introducing a "coupling" of two measures, a concept

which is then used to define a coupling between two Fleming-Viot processes

with possibly different immigration term.

For two elements 9\, 92 e y([0, 1]) we shall define a coupling 9 to be a

measure on (â°([0, l]))2 with (n¡ denotes projection on the ith coordinate,

1 = 1,2)

9(Ax[0,l]) = 9x(A)   \IAe&(\0, 1]),

9([0, l]xA) = 92(A)   \IAe3§(\0, 1]),

¡f \u-v\9(du, dv) = inf ( (f \u-v\9(du, dv)\9 :nt(9) = 9¡,  i =1,2

Since y([0, 1]) is compact in the weak topology and since (u, v) -* \u - v\

is continuous and bounded on [0, l]2 such a measure 9 exists for every pair

(0i , 92) with 9i e y([0, 1]). In fact we need more, namely that we can find
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a measurable map x °n (^([0, l]))2 such that x((9\, 92)) is a coupling of

(9\, 92). This can be proved using the measurable selection theorem (cf. Ethier

and Kurtz (1986, Appendix 10)). Denote this map by x and define

(4.30a) d = 9((9x,92)) = x{{9x,92))

throughout the remainder of this subsection. Then the Wasserstein distance

between 9\ and 92 is given by

110,-0211:= /      \u-v\X(9u92)(du,dv).
J[0,\]2

The previous construction extends to the case in which [0, 1 ] is replaced by any

compact set. However in the case of [0, 1 ] the Wasserstein distance between

all laws on [0,1] can be realized simultaneously by random variables, Wg,

with laws, 0, on [0, 1 ] with Lebesgue measure, namely,

Wg(u) :=inf{v :9([0,v])>u},        0<u<l

(cf. Dudley (1989, page 333)). Moreover this realization induces a continuous

mapping x, from y([0, 1]) x^([0, 1]) to 9°(\0, l]2), given by

(4.30b) x{{9x,92)):=5?((We^Wg2)).

Construction of the coupled dynamics. We begin by coupling the evolutions on

(y([0, 1]))^ . In the sequel we need two types of immigration sources. In the

first case we have constant (in time) immigration source; in the second case they

are time dependent and are functionals of the process they are driving.

We begin by constructing the coupled process when the two immigration

source processes 9\(s), 92(s) are autonomous (that is, they do not depend on

the processes they are driving).

The processes YtN(t), i — 1, 2 , which we are interested in, solve the martin-

gale problems (L0¡ , u), (Löi, p) defined below on C([0, oo), (&>([0, l]))N).

Here for i = 1, 2 and Y = (>í){e{o,i....,*-!> e (^([0, l]))N , Q as in (0.28):

N-l

LeF(Y(s)) = J2
£=0

Ho    dF{dYy{iS)){U){êi{S)-yï{S)){dU)

(4.31) +djJ^^W(u,V)Qyiis)(du,dv)

m      .

F(Y) = H     ua'yii(du), a, en,  ¿,G{0, 1,...,/V-1}.
í=i J

The existence of a unique solution to the martingale problems follows from

Vaillancourt (1990, Theorem 4.2) or Handa (1990).

Given the measurable y([0, l])-valued processes, (9¡(s))s>o, i = 1,2,

from above, the 3°([0, l]2)-valued process (0(s))5>o is defined via an immi-

gration source given by the coupling (4.30); that is,

0(5):= X(9y(s), 92(s)).

We then define the coupled dynamics (Y(t)) = (y{(/)){e{o, i      #_!} on the state

space (y([0, l]2))^ to be a solution of the martingale problem (Lg , v <g> p) :
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(u = (wi ,u2),v = (vi, v2) e[0, l]2), with

(4.32)
yv-i

LgF(Y(s)) = J2
i=o

,       L{ >>(u))(9(s)-yt(s))(du)
[o,ip V     dy( J

+dLJt,JW?(u-v¥>*>id"-dv)
and

-     k   r
F(Y) = Ylj uï*t4%(dUi, du2),        mi, nt e N,

î=i

Qh(du, dv) = y£(dui, du2)ô(U{,U2)(dvx, dv2)-y£(dux, du2)y£(dvx, dv2)

with y G y([0, l]2) and Y(t) = (y£(t))£eaN •   D

The existence of a solution of the above martingale problem follows by view-

ing it as a Fleming-Viot process with time inhomogeneous immigration on

y([0, l]2) and following the existence argument of Dawson and March (1993,

sections 4 and 5). Although we do not require the uniqueness, it can be proved

using the time inhomogeneous dual process as in Dawson (1993, section 5.7).

Now we turn to the nonautonomous case in which each process 0,(5) =

0,(5, Yf*(s)), i = 1, 2, is either autonomous (i.e. does not depend on Y¡N(s))

or is of the form

(4.33) 9,(s,YlN(s)) = 9(Y,N(s))v y <v   >    ,   v  n v   ,   v  ))

with 9(YN) defined according to

AT-l

(9(YN),f) = /±J2yl,f\    V/eC([0,l])

and where YxN(s), Y2N(s) are processes on (3°([0, l\))N .
_We now consider the corresponding coupled martingale problem for a process

(Y(t)) with state space (y([0, l]2))^ associated to the operator of the form

(4.32) but in which

0(5) :=x(0.(5), 02(5))

with 0, now either autonomous or given by (4.33) but with Yf replaced by
_ _N
Y i := n¡o Y . We can then obtain the existence of a solution to the correspond-

ing coupled martingale problem (4.32) by following the method of "local freez-

ing" as in Dawson and March (1993, section 5). To do this we construct a se-
_N M

quence of approximating solutions Y       (t), M e N, / G [0, T]. The process
_\¡  N
Y is obtained by first solving the martingale problem of the form (4.32) on

the time interval [0, T/M), M e N, using the constant coupled immigration
—N « —N

source /(0i(O, F. (0)), 02(0, Y2 (0))) which can be done as above since these

are autonomous in this interval. The resulting fixed coupled solution at time

T/M, x{9i{T/M,Y^'M(T/M)),  92(T/M, Y2'M(T/M))), is then used as
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the coupled immigration source on the interval [T/M, 2T/M) and so on. Tak-

ing the limit as M —> oo , noting that the mapping Y —» x(6(ii\ o Y), 9(n2 o Y))

can be chosen to be uniformly continuous (recall (4.30b)), and using a compact-

ness argument as in Dawson and March (1993, section 5), we obtain a solution

to the coupled martingale problem associated with (4.32), (4.33).

Remark. The construction can be extended to (&>([0, l]))z+ by using the

method of section 1. Furthermore, Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 below will still hold.

We do not elaborate on the straightforward details here.

Lemma 4.6. The "marginal" processes Y¡(t), i = 1, 2, associated to the solu-

tion, Y(t), of the coupled martingale problem (4.32) satisfy

(4.34) ¿?((Yi(s))s>o) = ^((F,(5))s>o),        ¿.= 1,2,

where Y¡(t) is the unique solution to the martingale problem (4.31) in which

0,(5) is either autonomous or of the form (4.33).

Proof. Note that Qy(du, [0, 1]) = Qj (du). Then if in (4.32) we consider

only the functions F corresponding to the case n,■ = 0, then LeF(Y(s)) =

L¿ F(Yi)(s). This implies that nx o Y solves the martingale problem Lg .

The result then follows from the uniqueness of the solutions to the martingale

problem (4.31). (The uniqueness for either choice of 9¡(s) follows by duality.)

Remark. Note that for 9\ = 92 the measure 0 is concentrated on the diagonal.

The next objective is to investigate how far y£(t) is from a measure concen-

trated on the diagonal. If we choose v and p as N-exchangeable measures on

(y([0, l]))N , then the law of Y(t) is yV-exchangeable for every / > 0 and it

suffices to study the associated empirical measures:

£NW := iî É Sy<(sß(N))e^>(^([0, 1])),
í=o

and

£°°(5):=rOsGy(y([o, i])).

In order to obtain a measure of how far y£(t) is from a measure concentrated

on the diagonal we define

h(t)

(4.35)

g{t)

"     '     Ç

i=o h

I
[0,1]2

|«i - u2\y£(t)(du\, du2)

[o,ip
\u\ - u2\9(t)(du\, du2)

Lemma 4.7. Under the assumptions described above :

(4.36) h(t) = h(0)e
Jo

e(s~t]g(s)ds.   D

Proof. Define the function H£ on y([0, l]2) for fixed Ç e {0,
follows:

. , yV-1} as

(4.37) H£(y) = /•>[0,1]2
l"i - u2\y£(dU[, du2)
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Then
il uOH

(4.38) — (y)(u) = |«i -u2\.

Now use (4.32) for F = H£ to get the differential equation (recall (4.35)):

(4.39) h(t) = g(t) - h(t),

which has the unique solution given in (4.36) for every initial point.

Now we are ready to prove the two lemmas still open in section 4(b).

Proof of Lemma 4.4. We shall apply our coupling results. For each N we set

in (4.31M4.32) 0,(0 = 6"{N)_L(N), v = pN and 92(t) = 92(Y»{N)_L{N)+t),

p = Pn ■ Then we get by (4.32) a coupled dynamics with marginals Yff(t) and

YN(t). Denote by gN(t), Ajv(0 the quantities introduced in (4.35) for this

process. Then the assumption (4.27) gives in (4.35) that for N > N0(e)

(4.40) gN(t) < e   V? < L(yV).

Hence according to (4.36)

(4.41) hN(L(N)) < hN(0)e~L^ + e   V/V > N0(e)

so that (using L(N) -* oo as N —<■ oo)

(4.42) hm hN(L(N)) < e.
TV—»oo

Since e is arbitrary we can obtain the final result that for all fixed £, and

functions / G C(y([0, 1])), which are Lipschitz as well,

\E(f(y™¿L(N))) - E(f(y»(sß(N))))\ ^ 0.

Then the assertion follows by a standard argument. (Use the fact that Lipschitz

functions on y([0, 1]) are dense in C(y([0, 1])) ; see proof of Lemma 4.2.)

Proof of Lemma 4.5. Again apply the coupling result with 9\(t) = 0^ , 02(r) =

9 , v — pn , p = p in (4.32). Compare the remark following (4.33). Then we

get from the fact that 9N , 9 are constant in time and ¿zf(9N) => S?(9) (the

latter follows as in Lemma 4.3), the relations:

gN(t) = gN(0)   ViGE+,

(4'43) gN(0)   =>   0.
TV-oo

As in (4.40)-(4.42) the proof above this yields the assertion.

(d)    Convergence of the density measure process: Proof of Proposition 4.2.   The

proof is based on Proposition 4.1. The heuristic idea is the following. Since

the density changes only slowly in time, the components relax before that into

the unique equilibrium (spatially ergodic) corresponding to the fixed density.

Hence the density process becomes Markov in the limit and its mean square

displacement can be obtained by averaging the mean square displacement of a

single component with respect to the equilibrium corresponding to the actual

value of the density.
The proof proceeds as usual with such statements, in three steps.  We first

establish tightness; then we derive a martingale problem which any weak limit
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points must satisfy and finally show that this martingale problem has a unique

solution on C([0, oo), &>([0, 1])).
We start by formulating the key results of each of these three steps in three

lemmas which imply Proposition 4.2 and will be proved one by one. Recall the

definition of EN(s) above preceding (4.35).
■

Lemma 4.8. (a) For f e C([0, 1]), the sequence

P [[^zZVary^m(f)du, <0»ß[N),/)\      1
\ \ * I S6R+' V£N

15 tight in C([0, oo), E2).

(b) The sequence {^((^(jv)W)}at6n is tight in C([0, oo), y([0, 1])).

(c) The sequence {3'(¡ifA(EN(s)ds)tcyi.+ )}Nm is tight in C([0, oo),

y(y«o,i]))).
Lemma 4.9. Suppose that (Nk)ken is a subsequence such that

(4.44) -^((0$(/v*)/'«+)   =>   5?((9s)seR+).
^v   "' k—»oo

Then for every feC([0, I]):
(i) ((0S, /))j€r+ is a continuous, square integrable martingale.

(ii) ((9S, f)2 - J0sQ>f(9t)dt),>o is a martingale, where

°/(Ö) = VT12 í      Í     fiu)fiv)Qe{du, dv) = 2-^-jVarg(f)
c + "   J[o,i]J[o,\] c + a

and
Qg(du, dv) = 9(du)Su(dv) - 9(du)9(dv).   D

Lemma 4.10. (a) The following martingale problem on C([0, oo) : 3°{\0, 1]))

has a unique solution (weak) (with the notation of the previous lemma). For any

/eC([0,i])
(i) ((0S, f))sett+ is a martingale with continuous paths, and

({9, f)2 - Jo ®f(9t) dt)s>o is a martingale.
(ii) The solution of the above martingale problem is the Fleming-Viot process

on y([0, 1]) defined in (4.4).    D

The combination of Lemmas (4.8)(b), (4.9) and (4.10) proves Proposition

4.2.
The crucial property in proving the results in the above lemmas are the fol-

lowing facts (1) and (2) which allow the reduction to real valued processes

(diffusions).
(1) Let At be the process on ¿P([0, 1]) solving uniquely the martingale

problem (L,Sg) with L defined on functions F of the form

m     -i

F{A) = HJ   ua<A(du),    Ae&([0, 1]),  meN,
i=\

by

(4.45)   L^F)^=Ul^^-v)Q^dv):   ^([0<1])'
QA(du, dv) = A(du)öu(dv) - A(du)A(dv).
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Then for every / g C([0, 1]) consider

2

F}(A) = (| f(u)A(duij   ,     F}(A) = j f(u)A(du).

One calculates, for every / g C([0, 1]),

(4-46) 8%^°>     l3*(">V^2fWW-
Hence (4.45) implies

(4.47) ((At, f))t>o is a martingale with continuous paths;

(4.48) (((At, f)2) - [ <&f(As)ds]       is a martingale,
\ Jo J(>0

where

®f(A) = 2JJf(u)f(v)QA(du,dv).

(2) Let X,XN eC([0, oo):y([0, 1])). Then

(4.49a)       X„ - X as n - oo iff ((Xn(s), /)),><, - ((X(s), f))s>0 in
the topology of C([0, oo) : R) for every / g C([0, 1]).

Similarly, if X, XN G C([0, oo) : &>(&>([0, 1]))), then

(4.49b)       X„ —> X as « —► oo iff for every integer k and /j, ... , fk G
C([0, 1])

in the topology of C([0, oo) : E).

Both facts (1) and (2) together allow us to "reduce" the problem to real-valued

processes, which are square integrable martingales and related questions were

treated in Dawson and Greven (1993c).

We proceed now by successively proving Lemmas 4.8-4.10.

Proof of Lemma 4.8. Using (4.49) the proof of (c) is straightforward, and (b)

follows immediately from (a) which we now verify.

For 0Gy([O,l]), /gC([0,1]) define:

(4.50) F}{d) = (6,f),     Fj(9) = ((9,f))2.

By the definition of (6¡) and (4.1) we obtain the following expression for the

generator (which is denoted by Gn) of 05^ applied to FÍ, i = 1,2 (recall

(4.1)):

(4.51) GNF}(0?) = 1 ¿ LN(F}){yi) = 0
í=o
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where we used (4.45). With this result we calculate

(4.52)

, j „       i Ï;L     ,
GnF}(9?) = wY: LN(F})(yi)

i=o

= ^E^(^'/2)-(^'/))2) = ]!7(^E^-Va^(/)
i=o V      í

Hence we have

(4.53) NGN(FX(9?)) = 0,     NGN(F2(9?)) = ±¿2d-Yary((f).
£

Therefore ((9^ß(N^, f))s>o is a square integrable martingale with increasing pro-

cess given by

(4-54) [l^zZd-Y^ydmN))(f)du)     .
\ í I  5>0

This sequence of increasing processes is uniformly equicontinuous and hence
relatively compact in C([0, oo)) by Arzela-Ascoli. This implies the tightness

of

/       1    K~^
J   jf ¿2 YaTy((uß(N))(f) du, ((9?ß{N), /))

5GR+

via the representation (4.55) below.   Namely the relations (4.52) and (4.53)

imply that we can represent

(4.55) (6?p{N) , /) = w 12 jf ±¿2 Varyt(ußm(f) du

where w(-) is a suitable Brownian motion.

Proof of Lemma 4.9. It suffices to prove for a subsequence {A^}  satisfying

(4.44) and fe C([0, 1]) that

f Í W ZZ Vzry((uß{Nk))(f) du, (0#     ) ]
(4.56) V°  "k   i Js>o

+   (íSE^(Yaryo(f))du,(9s))      .
A:-»oc   \J0 / s>q

Tightness of the pair has been proved in Lemma 4.8. Moreover Proposition 4.1

proves that

* (^£Var*(»m))(/)) ^^(^rMVaryo(/)));
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that is, the one-dimensional marginal distributions of the integrand in the first

component converge to the appropriate limit. Once we have established (4.56)

it will remain to show that (x G y([0, 1]) is the integration variable)

(4.57) Ere(Varx(f)) = ~ Vare(f).

This will be done in section 6; see equation (6.8).

Hence it remains to verify (4.56). In order to do this we could follow Dawson

and Greven (1993b, section 3). There is however another approach pointed out

by T. Shiga and worked out in Cox, Greven, and Shiga (1993) for lattice models.

Roughly speaking, the idea is to prove that the process of empirical measures

(/o EN(u) du)s>o converges to the process (JqY^ du)s>0 and then to use the

fact that the increasing process of (9^)s>o is a continuous functional of the

process of (/J EN(u) du)s>0 . Formally, we develop this approach in two steps.

Step 1. Define the empirical measures

1 N~l

(4.58) EN(s) := - £ Sy((sßm G ̂ (^([0, 1])),
í=o

and

(4.59) E°°(s) :=Y°6s €&>(&>([0, 1])),

and note that, for f e C([0, 1]), we have the representation

(0?ß{N)>f)= í (u,f)EN(s)(du),
•/>([o,i])

¿ Var^(í#W)(/) = /        [O, f2) - (u, f)2]EN(s)(dv).

(4.60) j tf-i

í=0 -^([0,1])

Furthermore for $e^([0, 1])), ($s)s>0eC([0,oo),^(^([0, 1]))), £G

C([0, 1]) and T e E+ the maps

(4.61)     <D -* j\v , g)<S>(dv),  and O ̂  y   J[(v , g2) - (i/, g)2\<t>(dv)du

are continuous.

Hence by combining (4.60) with (4.61), the relations (4.56) will be implied

by the (stronger) result

(4.62)

a- !(fo.E*'<u)du, $ )J A^ ((/«-(«)*. ft)
j>0>

Step 2. The verification of (4.62) is achieved with coupling techniques. Since

tightness of the sequence (J0S EN(u) du)s>o is known from Lemma 4.8, it suffices

therefore to identify the finite-dimensional distributions. Suppose that for the

given subsequence {Nk} we could define (ENk(s))s>o and (E°°(s))s>o on one

probability space such that for every F e C(y(y([0, 1]))), s e [0, oo),

(4.63) E\F(EN*(s))-F(E°°(s))\   -   0;
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then we would be done. In fact, it is enough to verify (4.63) for a dense subset

of C(y ([0, 1])), in particular the set of Lipschitz functions. The latter is now

achieved by bringing into play the coupling results of section 4(c).

Define a probability space on which ({(9^ß,Ns)s>o}, (9s)s>o) are defined and

6?ß\N) converges a.s. to 9S as elements of C([0, oo), y([0, 1])). (Recall

(4.44).) Now in order to check (4.63) for some fixed s e E+ we introduce a com-

parison process (YN(t))t>o- To construct this process we need a sequence T(N)

increasing to infinity as N -* oo and T(N) = o(N). Then let YN(t) be the

following modification of YN(t). In the time interval [sß(N) - T(N), sß(N)]

we observe first YN(sß(N) - T(N)) and then we replace the process in this

time interval by the solution to the martingale problem (L¿,N,, p) (see (4.32)),

where p is the ¿-measure on YN(sß(N) - T(N)) and

(4.64) 9(N)t := 9?ß{N)_T[N),    for sß(N) - T(N) < t < sß(N).

Define EN(s) by the analogue of (4.58) for YN(t). Using the existence of the

coupled dynamics established above we can in fact construct YN(t) and YN(t)

on one probability space. The idea is now to compare the pair EN(s), E°°(s)

by comparing the pairs EN(s), EN(s) and EN(s), E°°(s). To execute this

comparison we first observe that since on our basic probability space

(4.65) (0?ß\Nk))*>o k^x (0s)s>o   inC([0,oo),y«0,l])),    a.s.,

we know that

(4.66) sup   \\9^-9(Nk)t\\   -.   0,     a.s.,
tei{Nk) k->oo

where I(Nk) = [sß(Nk) - T(Nk), sß(Nk)). Let {^(r)}{€{0,.,.,Nk-i} denote

the coupled version of YNk(t), YNk(t) constructed with generator as in (4.32)

but with 0(0 = x(9^k, 9(Nk)t), t e I(Nk). Then by our coupling result
(Lemma 4.7) we conclude with (4.66) that for every Lipschitz function F on
y(y([0, 1])) :

E\F(ÉNk(s)) - F(ENk(s))\

(4.67) < const •£■
1 Nk~l r

W zZ I"1 ~ u2\ydsß(Nk))(dul, du2)
"k   ^ ./[0,1p

< const-  sup  E\\9?k - 9(Nk)t\\   -*   0.
teI(Nk) k^oo

On the other hand since Y°¿ (•) is the equilibrium of the process defined by the

martingale problem (Lg,N,, p), and since r?      => r$   by (4.65) and Lemma

4.2, we can prove with the same coupling techniques that for every Lipschitz

function F on y(y([0, 1]))

(4.68) E\F(ËNk(s))-F(E°°(s))\   -*   0.
k—»oo

Finally, note that (4.67) and (4.68) can be extended to all F e y(y([0, 1]))
(using the fact that the Lipschitz functions are dense). This shows that, con-

ditioned on  9, ENk(s)  converges in probability to Y°ñ .   Therefore for every
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/ G C(y([0, 1])), Jf(p)ENk(s,dp) -^ Jf(p)E°°(s,dp)  in probability as
k —► oo and

j f(p) J ENk(s,dp)ds- j f(p) j E°°(s,dp)ds ->   0.
k—»oo

This yields (4.62) and therefore (4.56). This completes the proof of Lemma

4.9.

Proof of Lemma 4.10. There exists a unique solution to the martingale problem

(i), namely the Fleming-Viot process on y([0, 1]) (see (4.44)) which is time

changed according to t -» j0j^t (cf. Dawson (1993, Theorem 5.7.1)). This

completes the proof of Lemma 4.10.

(e) Extension. At this stage we would like to point out that a generalization

of the results of this section can be obtained by a slight modification of the

arguments above in order to apply them to systems with any finite number of

levels in section 5.
Let / denote a bounded continuous function on (¿P([0, l]))N and B(N)

a sequence of bounded operators on C([0, l]2). Consider the operator RN

defined as follows:

N~x rx rl r        /^^..m

RN(F)(y) =/2 B(N)   °— .(4.69) f^Jo Jo   I \dy£dy£J
(u, v)Qy(du, dv),d2F(y)\
V«,    U)S¿yt

y = (yi, •■• ,y/v).

Consider now the perturbed system defined by replacing the generator in (4.1)

by

s
(4.70) Lh:=Ln + Rn-

Denote the corresponding system by (YN(t)).

Corollary. Assume that \\B(N)\\ —► 0 as N —► oo. Then the assertions of Propo-

sitions 4.1 and 4.2 still hold for the perturbed system (YN(t)).

5. The multiple time scale behavior of infinite interacting systems
IN the mean-field limit

In order to derive the multiple time scale behavior (Theorem 0.2) for the

infinite hierarchy of Fleming-Viot processes we proceed in three steps. We first

use the results from the previous section to treat the finite model with two

levels. In a second major step we treat finite systems with an arbitrary number

of hierarchical levels and thirdly we build on this a treatment of the infinite

hierarchy. This program is carried out through a sequence of three propositions,

namely, Propositions 5.1, 5.2, 5.3. Furthermore in subsection 5(d) we derive

in Proposition 5.4 the tools to prove Theorem 0.4. In section 5(e) we finally

complete the proof of Theorems 0.2, 0.4 and in 5(f) prove Theorem 0.10.

(a) Finite two level models. We define now a process (YN~2(t))t>o , the

two level finite system, on the state-space (3a([0, l]))M{2'N), M(2, N) =

{0, ... , N - l}2 via the martingale problem (LN 2, Pn) defined as follows.
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We introduce the notation y = (y£)£eM(2,N) ,4^(ti, £2), and ¿;0 := (0,0),

t[k] := {? e M(2, N)\d(í, Í') < k} and y(ik := & Eç^^Yc ■
(5.1)

£€M(2,N)IVÖ \k=\ //

rx rl d2F(v)
+d°lloïM("^Q»{d"-dv)

L. ,

£€M(2,N)

/•l    /•!  q2

with Qy((du, dv) = y£(du)Su(dv) - y£(du)y£(dv), and

«    /-i
^(v) = T[ /  f£(i)(u)y£(i)(du),

where/{(i)€C([0, 1]), i(l ),..., i(n) G A/(2, V).

The existence and uniqueness of that martingale problem is an immediate

consequence of Theorem 0.0, since it can be viewed as a special case where

c3 = c4 = ■ • ■ = 0. If £ G A/(2, N), then

(5-2) * = ^f>«1)i2)   and   y^-^E^i-
i,=o i2=o

Recall that (£1, ¿2) identifies the £ith individual in the ¿^th family and there-
fore yF j denotes the average of the c^th family. Finally recall the processes

Zf 'k , the measures Pg'J and the numbers (dk)ke^ introduced in section 0(d).

Now we are able to formulate the result for the two level model, which is the

extension of (4.6) in the last section to two levels. Recall the definition of the

stationary process Zf,k in (O.d).

Proposition 5.1. Assume that the initial measure pn satisfies

Pn 0    p£    with   ( yp£(dy) = 9.

Then

(5.3) 5f(y^ 2(0,6R+)    =►   ¿{y,=e},
/v—00

(5.4) ¿?((y^2(sN2))seK+)   ^   5?((Zs)seR+)

where Z, is the solution of the martingale problem (L,5g) with

L(F){z) = d2[   [  ^M(u,v)Qz(du,dv).
Jo Jo    ozdz

(5.5) ^((y^(sN2 + tN))t€R+) ^   S?((Z6'^' x(t))^),
N—»00

(5.6) ¿?((y»_0(sN2 + t))teR,) ^oc^((ZeOW-0(0)/eK+).

In (5.5)-(5.6), conditioned on 9k(s) — 9, {Ze'k(t)},e^ is a stationary Fleming-

Viot process with immigration source 9 (as defined in section (O.d)) independent
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of {9*k(s')}s,eR+. In addition 5?(9\(s)) = vs, 5?(9*0(s)) = Jpp'xus(dp), us =

£?(ZS) and p{g'{ is as defined in section (O.d).   G

Remark. The statements (5.4)-(5.6) remain valid if on the right-hand side we

replace sN2 by sß2(N) where lim^oo ß2(N)/N2 = 1. We shall write ß2(N)

for such a function and ß\ (N) for N in this subsection.

Proof of'(5.3). the analogous argument to that in (4.49)-(4.53) yields that for

every /eC([0,l]):

(5.7)
((y^2(tß\(N)), f))teR+ is a continuous martingale with increasing process

du.
1   f      1

(5-8) Ñ -Ñ1     z2     YaTydußdN))(f)
J°   [      CeM(2,N)

Since by assumption on pn and by (5.7)

5f((y^2(tßx(N)),f))   ^   S{eJ)
* ' N—»oo

and since furthermore the expression in (5.8) converges to 0 uniformly in

5 G [0, T] for every T > 0, we know that for all / G C([0, 1]) (recall the
representation (4.55)):

(5.9) ^(((yl^tß^N)), f))t^) N^J{y{t)^g,f)}.
,.     ,1 ■„.
This implies (5.3).

Proof of (5.4). As above we have that ((y£2(tß2(N)), /)),6R+ is a martingale

with increasing process

du.
rs \ i

(5-10) l    NÏ     E    Varyduß2iN))(f)
CeM(2,N)

As in the proof of Lemma 4.8, (4.54)-(4.55) we conclude that, for every / g

C([0, 1]), the sequence {^(((y^2(tß2(N)), f))t>o)} is tight.

It then remains to show that any limit point of {^f(((y^2(tß2(N)), f))t>o)}

solves a well-posed martingale problem. This is achieved by showing that each

weak limit point solves the martingale problem (L, Sg) defined in (4.4) where

we set c = c2 and d = d2 (defined in 0(d), (iii)). The fact that this martingale

problem is well-posed was established in Lemma 4.10.

The first step in the proof that a weak limit along a subsequence {Nk} satisfies

the martingale problem is to prove the weak convergence of

(YN>2(sß2(N) + t))t>o

along the same subsequence. However the latter result will be shown in the

proof of (5.5) using only the tightness part of the current proof.

It then remains to show a weak limit point of ^((y^k2(sß2(Nk)))s>o)

as k —> oo solves the martingale problem (L, Sg) using the convergence of

YN'2(sß2(N) + t) along the subsequence Nk . The processes

{y"k2(sß2(Nk))s>o}keN
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are martingales with increasing processes

( f En (Narx(f))du,(Zs,f)
\Jo

Í /   fs   1 t
{     /   772     E     v*V{.o(«AW) (/)<*" f       •

In Lemma 4.10 we gave a reformulation of the martingale problem (L, ¿<?) in

terms of a martingale problem involving the increasing process. According to

this reformulation it suffices to show that the pair (increasing process, process)

converges in distribution to the pair (x is the random variable over which we

take the expectations)

.
's>0

The key tool here is again to consider the empirical process of YN, to view

the above pair as two continuous functional of this empirical process and then

to construct a coupling between the empirical processes for fixed N and the

conjectured limit process as N —> oo. Exactly this construction was given in

the proof of Lemma 4.9 ((4.58)-(4.68)) and we refer to that proof for details.

This establishes (5.4).

Proof of (5.5). This is concerned with the process describing the average over

a family y£x(t) with £=?(&, £2) • Due to the homogeneity of the process

we can focus on yV x (t) for some fixed £. When considering a single fam-

ily we will choose the point £, = £° and define the set 1(2, N) := £°[1] =

{¿gA/(2, yv)|6 = 0}.
We use here the characterization of our processes as solutions of martingale

problems. The proof is broken into steps. In steps 1, 2 we give two key lemmas,

Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, giving tightness, respectively the martingale problem charac-

terization of the limit. The proof of Lemma 5.2 is involved and proceeds in

steps 3-6.

Step I. Note that for each N the process {y^,(í)}í>o is a continuous y([0,1])-

valued process. The first step is to verify that:

Lemma 5.1. For every s e E+ and for a fixed £,2 e {0, ... , N - 1 ] the sequence

(5.11) {J?(ylx(sß2(N) + tßx(N))t€^)}Nen

is relatively weakly compact in C([0, 00), y ([0, 1])).    D

Proof. To prove this is suffices to show that {F(y^ x(sß2(N) + tß\(N))t^B.+ )}Nen

are relatively weakly compact in C([0, 00), E) for continuous functions F :

y([0, l])^EoftheformF(z):=((z,/))*, /gC([0, 1]), ke{0, 1,...}.

Define KNF to be the function from (^([0, l]))'^'N) to E defined by

(KNF)(y{0to), ■•• ,y[N-\,0))-= F(yt¡o,i)-

For the function F(y) — ((y, f))k this becomes

. TV—I k

(5.12) F(y^,) = (KNF)((yç)teI(2tN)) = -, ¿2        I]>({.<0,0) > />•
Í, (1 ),..., Í,(Í:)=0.=1
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Next observe that the process (y# ,(/))í>o is a functional of the two level

system defined as the solution of the martingale problem (LN,2, Pn) defined

in (5.1). Therefore, the process (y£¡ .(0)/€R+ satisfies the martingale problem

(LN,2 ° 7iN ° KN, Pn) with pN = S?(y£ , (0)) on the probability space of the

interacting system and where %n is the embedding of 1(2, N) in A/(2, yV).

More precisely, for every F and fixed £ = (£i, 0),

( f' ~ \
[F(y*t ,(r))- /  LN,2o7iN(KNF)(yg(s))ieMi2,N)ds)
\ Jo Jt>0

is a continuous martingale.

For every F of the form considered it is easy to check by explicit calculation

(compare (5.16), (5.17) for an expression for the first and second derivatives of

F) that

(5.13) ßx(N)LN,2 o tin o KN(F){y) < Ck\\f\t   Vy G &>([0, 1]) and all NeN.

We will insert the following two special choices for F : F(z) = (z, f) and

F(z) = (z, f)2 with / running through a dense countable subset of C([0, 1]).

We see that the local characteristics of the semimartingale (F(y% , (tß\ (N))))t>o

are bounded on compact time intervals uniformly in yV. Hence again (see (1.1)

in section 1) by the tightness criteria of Joffe and Métivier (1986, Proposition

3.2.3) the claim in (5.11) follows since the functions chosen form a countable

dense subset of C([0, 1]). This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.

Step 2. Recall that (Zrei),€R+ is the unique solution of the martingale problem

(Lex, Yg). In this step we will verify that (5.5) would follow from the two

convergence statements in the next lemma.

Lemma 5.2. (i) For every p, p e y([0, 1]) we have that every weak limit point

of the sequence

(5.14a)

{5?(y»A(sß2(N) + tßl{N))l>0)\y^2(sß2(N)) = p, y»A(sß2(N)) = p}Nen

(compare (5.11 )) is a solution of the well-posed martingale problem (Lp _. , op).

(ii) Let u(s) =5C(ZS) where (Zs) is defined in (5.4). Then

(5.14b) y(yf2(5/J2(V)))   =>   V.(s).    a
* ' TV—»oo

We will now complete the proof of (5.5) assuming the results of Lemma

5.2. This involves proving that y (yV. (s, ß2( N)))   =>   ¡Yxpvs(dp) and that,
' ' TV—»oo y

conditioned on 9k(s) = p, {Zeic(f)},eK+ is a stationary Fleming-Viot process

with immigration source p independent of {0£(s')}j'eR+ ■ Not too much detail

will be provided, since we shall follow closely the proof of Proposition 4.1, in

particular (4.8)-(4.17). (Note that (5.14b) plays the role of assumption (i) in

the statement of Proposition 4.1.) Pick a sequence L(N) ] oo, L(N) = o(N)

as N —► oo , and consider the times sß2(N) - L(N)ß\ (N). The first observation

is that by (5.14b) and the continuity of v(s) (recall Zs has continuous paths)

it follows that

sup \y»2(sß2(N))-y»2(sß2(N)-L(N)ßx(N)t)\
0<l<\
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will tend to 0 in probability. Next consider a weak limit point of

{y (y£, (sß2(N) - ßx(N)L(N)))}n^.

Now proceed as in section 4, and use the Markov property to write

y(y£,(5/?2(yV)))

as the result of the evolution through time 0 up to time ß\(N)L(N) start-

ing in the configuration yf x(sß2(N) - ß\(N)L(N)). Now follow the argu-

ment of section 4(b), (i) (abstract scheme) found in (4.8)-(4.17) to show that

5?{y£\{sß2(N))) converges to ¡Yxpvs(dp) (and note that this is independent

of yfl(sß2(N)-ßi(N)L(N)). The conditional independence of {Ze'k(t)}tetL+

follows from the uniqueness of the Fleming-Viot martingale problem with immi-

gration source p. This implies that the joint law of y*12(sß2(N)), y?, (sß2(N))

converges to Jâp <g> Yxpvs(dp). In following the proofs of section 4, we replace

Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 in the argument preceding (4.17) by (5.14a) (with

sß2(N) replaced by sß2(N)-L(N)ß\(N)). This completes step 2 and the proof
of (5.5).

Step 3. We now begin the verification of Lemma 5.2. Since (5.14b) was proved

in the proof of (5.4), it therefore suffices to prove (5.14a) assuming that (5.14b)

is true. This will be done in steps 4-6 below. We first reformulate the assertion

(5.14a) in a form more suitable for calculation (see e.g. Ethier and Kurtz, (The-

orem 8.10)). The assertion (5.14a) is implied by: (recall that Lp \ generates

z'.'(O)
(5.15)

[T[LN,2 o tin o (KNF)(y»)£eM{2,N)) - LpAF(y»0 ,)](sß2(N)) + tßx(N)))dt
\Jo

N—»OO
0 in probability.

The proof of (5.15) is given in various steps. First, in step 4 we give an explicit

representation which we then analyse in the limit N —* oo in steps 5 and 6.

Step 4. We start by calculating Ln,2°71n°(KnF) in explicit form. Let £(1),...,

£(k) be a fixed collection of elements of A/(2, N). First observe that with

u,v e[0, 1]:

(5.16) ^(notoo./^

( 0    if{£{£(1),...,£(*)},

(u)

W

nf(u) n (%w. /)
V<W(i)

^éK(1),--ÍW1.
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where j = j(Ç) and n = n(Ç) are defined by j — min{i : £ = £(/)},  n

\{i-.m = t}\.

(5.17)

if
dy£dy£ Uteio-f)

V(=l

(u, v)

J(y)

_

( 0   ifi£{i(l),...,i(A:)},

n(n - l)f(u)f(v)
iiW,.
\ ;=1

otherwise,

where again 7 = ;'(£), £ = ¿(£) are the two smallest indices with Ç = £(j) =

í(¿),and n = /i(í) = IO':í(0 = f}|.
Recall that we are using £ = (£. , 0) and 7(2, V) = {£ G vW(2, yV)|{2 = 0} .

Using (5.16), (5.17) we get the following explicit representation of the generator
for the process in the fast time scale:

(5.18)_
N-Ln¡2°71n°(KnF)

yVfc Z—*
£(\),...,£(k)€l(2,N)

zZ zZ      7{í€{í(l),...,í(í:)}}
. £'El(2,N)£eI(2,N)

'N'\j n^(y£'(du)-y£(du))f(un(fliy^n/iyo f>)

¿Z        zZ     7{íeí(i),...,í«:)}}
£eI(2,N)£>ZMi.2,N)

• N ■ J   jfc(yt.(du) - y£(du))f(u) Í H(yW), f)/(y£ , /> H
. ;=1

+ d0\     JZ    N' n(n-i)f(u)f(v)1{£€{£(\),...,£(k)}}Q£(du,dv)
I (€1(2, If) J°    J°

f[0'<(,),/)/0'i,/>2

Recall n = w(£) and that «(« - 1) is equal to 0 if £ does not appear at least
twice in the collection {£(i)}<=i-,...,ft • The expression on the right-hand side of
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(5.18) equals the quantity In defined below (the co-sum is equal to 0!),

(5.19)

In=nH zZ
£(l),...,£(k)El(2,N)

■ 1

zZ     [I   [n!      zZ     (y£'(du)-y£(du)n1{£e{£W,...,£(k)}}f(u)
■ i€i(2,N) £'EM(2,N)

N

í€/(2

¿2     \n(n-\) l   /M/(«)l{{e{í(i),...,{(fc)}}o¿(¿">^))
7(2, ao Y--        :   ° J

Step 5. The quantity In can be replaced for N —► oo by Jn defined as below,

where the terms n(n - 1) are dropped. (Simply use that \(y£, f)\ < \\f\\oo and

that in the sum we can drop groups of terms as long as their number is small

compared to the power of N~x in front of the sum.)

j£'«.({'!i   T.  y^)}-U £ *)))
u \ V. £'€M(2,N) ) V       (€1(2, N) )/

+ d0

£'€M(2,N) J \       £€l(2,N)

Jrt      E      /(")fn^(o./)
í(l),...,í(fc-l) \;=l )

€7(2, N)

(€1(2,N)

zZ   nVi«)'/)1
í(l),.„,f(í:-2) i=l ) )\

ei(2,N)

^ f¡2f(u)f(v)í^    J2    Qy((du,dv)\

Nk-2

Recall

F:y([0, l])~**:F(y) = ((y,f))k     for some / G C([0, 1])

and the formulas for the first and second derivatives of F with respect to y

(see (6.3)). Then we can continue (5.19) by
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(5.20)
OF   \

Jn= I  cx(y£at2(du) - y£oA(du)) (—— j

+ doíí(avd2L    )      (u>vHji   S   Qy¿du>dvn
Jo Jo   \dy£«Ady£rJ(yU \Ni€f^y2) j

=      ci(yi0í2(du)-y£0>l(du))(—-) (u)
Jo ^mA^o,,)

+ d° I    I   \7Ü,-7Ü,-) (u,v)y£«A(du)Su(dv)
Jo Jo   \oy£o,idy£otlJ(      ,

(y¡o u

-Affiav 9Tv     )        ̂ 'vHlf    zZ   y£(du)y£(dv))\.
[Jo  Jo   \dy£oAdy£o,J{y(0¡) \Nie^N) j)

We have already proved that y# 2(t) does not vary in time intervals of length

0(ß\(N)) in the limit yV —> oo (relation (5.3)). Furthermore we work on the

event yM 2(sß2(N)) = 9 according to the assumptions of the lemma. Therefore

we can replace Jn for N —> oo by:

(5 21)

/  C\(9-y£o \(du)) ( --) (u)
Jo \óy£°,iJ{yi0i)

+ d°l\lü>-^—) (u,v)yLl(du)ôu(dv)
Jo \oy£°,\°y£°,iJ(VM.!

•1     /•!

-do\í  í idv d L     )       ^U'VA¡¡   ¿Z   yddu)y£(dv)
[Jo Jo   \dy£°,idy£°,i/{y(0í) \N£ei¡?,N)

Hence we are left with analysing the third term in (5.21).

Step 6. For the purpose of analysing the third term in (5.21) we need the be-

havior of the following expression as V —> oo along the path of YN'2(t) :

(5-22)        jj    zZ     íífMf(v)yt(du)y((dv) = ^    ¿2   (O'í'/»2-
íe/(2,JV)    °    J° £€I(2,N)

By the same argument as in section 4 (proof of (4.56)), or alternatively based

on the analysis in Dawson and Greven (1993c), it can be shown that given

y^2(sß2(N)) = 9 we have

fit fit    zZ   y£W(tßi(N))(du)y^(tßi(N))(dv)f(u)f(v))dt
(5.23)   Jo   Vo Jo  N(em,N) J

-    /   Ev((x,f)2)ds.
7V-»oo Jo *

Since Y g is the equilibrium of the Fleming-Viot process with immigration from

the source 0 , generated by Lgt\  (see section 0(d),(iii)), we have the equations
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(equilibrium condition—for details see proof of Lemma 6.1¡

En((x,f)2)=(l +

(5.24)
Co)%(V

1 + ^) <0,/>2+
CO

f)2+^(x,f2)
Co

do/co

1 + d0/'c0
(e,f)2

From (5.21)-(5.24) we obtain

j   [lN,2 ° tin o (KNF)((y^)S€M{2tN)) - Le>lF(y^l)] (sß2(N) + tßx(N))dt

1     /•!

Jo Jo

d2F

lo  Jo   V^íM^íM

■ido

(u,v)

(>V>,,)

y^l(sß2(N) + tßl(N))(du)Su(dv)

Ñ JZ    ydsß2(N) + tßi (N))(du)y£(sß2(N) + tßK (N))(dv)
£€I(2,N)

codo
r; y£°,\(sp2(^) + ip\(^))(au)ou[_uv)

-y£«,Asß2(N) + tßx(N))(du)y£«^

co + do
yc>Asß2{N) + tßi{N))(du)ou{dv)

0   as yV —» oo.

(sß2(N) + tßx(N))(dv) dt

This completes the proof of (5.15).

Proof of (5.6). Consider a new system where, in (5.1), y£il is replaced by

9*'x(s) and c2 is set equal to 0. The law of this new system will converge

according to Lemma 4.1 to r*. , as t —► oo. Hence if we can show that

YN'2(sß2(N) - L(N)ßi(N)) and the new system are close for L(yV) -► oo but

L(yV) = o(yV) we are done. The latter can be obtained from (5.5) and (5.29).

We have proved (5.6) and completed the proof of Proposition 5.1.

Again as at the end of section 4, namely in 4(e) we can generalize the results

to a system YtN'2 which is obtained by adding the perturbation

RN(F){y)=   J2   B(N) [       f     -£^—(u,v)Qyi(du,dv),
{l7£ti J(o,\] J(o,\] oy£óy£

<?;=(&,&), y = (y£), £G{o,...,yv-i}2,

to the generator Ln, 2 in (5.1) where B(N) are bounded operators on C([0, l]2).

Corollary. Assume that ||5(yV)|| ->0 as N —► oo. Then the assertions of Propo-

sition 5.1 also hold for the perturbed process (YN'2(t)).

(b) Finite ¿-level models (¿ = 3,4,...). The purpose of this subsection is to

investigate general ¿-level models based on the knowledge of two level models.
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These are still finite systems. We define the process (YN'e(t))t>o on the state

space (&>([0, I]))"*'."), M(i, N) = {0, 1, ... , N - l}e, via the martingale

problem (LN,e, Pn) , defined as follows. We write y e (£°([0, 1]))M(i,n) m

the form y = (y£)£eM{e >N), £ = (£. , ... , &). Let

(5.25)
-1 arw        /   I

LN,e(F)(y)=   Y,    Í d-^mzZ^MAdu)-yddu)))
(€M(l,N) LJ° y^ \ i=l /

fx /■' d2F(v)

F (y) = flf f((i)(u)ym(du),       /Í(,)GC([0, 1]), ne ti, ^(i)eM(i,N).
,=iJo

Denote by

J_y~t-j = m   zZ y«.,......    zeM{i,N), i<j<¿.
í,,...,{;=0

Then we get the following multiple space-time scale result, using the definitions

from section 0(d) for the stationary process (Ze'k(t))t>o ■

Proposition 5.2. Let j,k e{0, I, ... ,£}. For j < k :

(5.26) &((y£,k(tNJ))te&+)      =*      S{y^g}
TV—»oo

and

(5.27) 5f((yíJ(tNf))teR+) v=>    ^((Z'(0)í6r+),
N—»oo

where (Zf)s>o solves the martingale problem in (5.4) with d2 replaced by d(.

Moreover, if k < I, s(N) —> oo and s(N)/N —> 0 a5 N —» oo, then

(5.27') 3,{(y(,k(s{N)Nk)),€*+) „=>    It

For 0<k< j <t:

(5.28) ^((yi,,(5V^ + f/V*))/6R+)      =>     .^((ZW-^OW)   WíA
A'—»oo

^(0*(S)) = / pjg-x'kv(s)(d9), 9*k(s) is independent of the evo-

lution and v(s) = -2"(Z/) ./or 5 G E+ and pJe~l'k is as defined

in 0(d).    D

Proof. The proof of (5.26) is exactly the same argument as in the proof of (5.3).

The relation (5.27) follows from relation (5.28) in the same fashion as in the

proof of relation (5.4).
The relation (5.28) is proved by induction over k, starting with k = 2

which was treated in subsection 5(a). The induction step is very similar to the

argument there in which the level (k - 1) systems now play the role played by

the level 1 systems in the proof of (5.4). However if k > 2, then the second

order term is a perturbed Fleming-Viot operator with a perturbation (due to the

level (k - 1) approximation) that disappears in the N —> oo limit. The proof

involves using an analogue of the corollary formulated at the end of subsection

5(a). We omit the details here.
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Corollary 5.2. Let s(N) be a sequence with s(N) —► oo but s(N)/N -» 0 as

N —> oo. Then (5.28) can be modified to give

^((y£,k(s(N)NJ + tNk))l€R+) ^   J7((Zk'e'k(t)),eR+)
(5.28') w-°°

with &(9*k) =- lim-2*(0jJ(j)) = /y7'*.

Proof. Here one observes first that T^ is the equilibrium measure of the process

Zk'e(t). Since the latter process is ergodic, we have in fact that S?(Zk>e(t))

converges as t —> oo to Yke . Since we proved in section 4(c) that we can couple

y£,k(sNj + t) and Zk'e^N-s)(t) where we set 9X(N, s) = y£,k(sN>) so that the

expected difference is nonincrçasing in t, the result follows from (5.28).

(c) Approximation of infinite by finite systems. Finally we need to prove that

our infinite system (XN(t))t>o can locally be approximated by ¿-level systems

if we choose a level increasing with time in a suitable way. Due to homogeneity

properties it suffices in fact to compare one component. Let ¿;0 be the element

(0,0,0,...)€Í2oo and £°-< = (0,...,0)eN'. Denote by

XN(t) = (x(N(t))£en„ ,     YN-l(t) = (yf (t))£e{o,...,N-x}t,

the infinite system of interacting Fleming-Viot processes, respectively the finite

¿-level system, introduced in the last section. As starting measure of the finite

system use the "restriction" of the infinite initial state. (View (Ç\, ... , &) as

an element of i^ by setting (& ,..., &) «-> (& , &-i, ... , £\, 0, 0, ... ).)
The key to this approximation property is coupling. By continuation (set y£

equal for all £ with the same first I components) of (YN'f(t)),eu+ , which is a

process with state space (â°([0, l]))^»^) we obtain a process (YN'e(t)),e*+

with state space (£°([0, 1]))"" contained in (3P(\0, l]))0/v. For the state space

(^([0, l]))n°° we can carry through the whole procedure of constructing a

coupling, which we gave in section 4(c). (Replace everywhere the index set

{0, 1, ... , yV-1} by Qoo ç {0, 1, ...}N.) So let us assume (YN>e(t)),>0 and

(YN(t)),>o are constructed on one probability space.  Recall the definition in

(4.22) of the norm II ■ II .\       i ii   ii

Proposition 5.3. For every Í e N,

/ \
(5.29) E[    sup    \\x?(t)-y"J(t)\\)    ~   0.

Moreover the convergence is uniform in I and 0 .    D

Remark. This means that for systems starting in homogeneous distributions we

can replace the infinite hierarchical system observed in time scales of order

ßi(N) or less by a (j + l)-level system, at least in the limit N —► oo .

Proof. We proceed in two steps. First we want to apply the relation (4.36) to

estimate \\x^(t)-y^J(t)\\ with / running through a fixed sequence tN ■ Define

A(tN) by

(5.30) A(^):=£||^(^)-y^'(^)||.
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Now recall the notation from section 4(c), in particular (4.35). We have for a

constant C independent of N and s :

(5.31) h(s) < CsN~l

and therefore if ín < ße-i(N)

(5.32) lim A(tN) = 0.
TV—»OO

The second step is to use the martingale structure to obtain from (5.32) the

desired relation (5.29). For every / e C([0, 1]) the process

(5.33) ((^(i)-yJ/(0,/))/>o

is a semimartingale where the bounded variation part is bounded almost surely

by the constant DN~e T uniformly on the time interval [0, T]. Choose N >

yVo(e) such that DN~eT < e/2. Then by the martingale inequality one gets

(5.34) P (sup |<j$(0 - yj;/(i) ,f)\> e/2^ < \e\(x»(T) - y^J(T), f)\.

Suppose now / is a Lipschitz function on [0, 1 ] ; that is, for some Cf < 00

(5.35) \f{H)-f(yi<Cf\u-v\    Vu,ue[0, 1].

Then the right-hand side of (5.34) can be bounded by (see (4.22) for || • ||)

(5-36) -£Cf\\x»(T)-y^l(T)\\.

To complete the proof of Proposition 5.3, we insert (5.36) in (5.34), set T =
TN = ßi-i(N) = o(Ne) and then use (5.32).

(d) Extension to the spatial finite-dimensional distributions. Up to this point

we have studied the behavior of single components or averages over blocks

in various time scales. In this subsection we extend the analysis to the study

of the behavior of tuples of components, tuples of averages over blocks, etc.

These results will be needed in order to prove Theorem 0.4, which involves the

complete dependence structure of the model.

Proposition 5.4. Pick two elements Ç, £ with d(Ç, Ç) > I.  Then as N —> 00

the laws &((yN(tAßt-l(N)))t>o\YN{0)) and 3>((y»(t A ße.x(N)))t>o\YN(0))

are asymptotically independent.  Moreover this independence is uniform in the

sense : For all K\, K2 e [0, 00), n e N,

(5.37)
sup      (\E[f(X»)g(X?)\YN(0)] - E(f(X?)\YN(0))E(g(X2N)\YN(0))\)

f,g€%'Kl,K1,n

—»   0
N—»oo

where X? = yf (t A Ä_,(yV)), X? = y?(t A &_,(#)),

^,K2,n = {h : C([0, 00), ^([0, 1])) - R\h(X) = f(X\h), .... . X(tn))

forsomef,f:(^([0,l]))n^R,  Cf<Kx,  H/IU < K2}

(recall (5.35)).    D

Proof. We use again the characterization of the involved process as solutions to

a martingale problem and compare with the system where ck = 0 V/c > ¿ - 1.
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In the latter model the independence property holds by the very definition of

the process for every yV. Then the result follows from Proposition 5.3.

(e) Proof of Theorems 0.2, 0.4. Theorem 0.2 will now follow by combining

Proposition 5.2 with Proposition 5.4. Namely, we check the three cases, k > j,

k = j, k < j in the assertion of Theorem 0.2 as follows:

Cases k > j, k = j : In these cases we choose £ > k + 1. Hence applying
Proposition 5.2 relation (5.26), respectively (5.27), for k = £ , that is, a system

with ¿ levels, gives in combination with Proposition 5.3 the assertions.

Case k < j : Here choose £ > j + 1 and then apply Corollary 5.2 (5.28) for

the ¿-level system to get the assertion.

In order to prove Theorem 0.4 we shall use Theorem 0.2 in combination

with Proposition 5.4. For that purpose pick £ = j+l and then use Proposition

5.4 to see that sites which are at distance at least £ apart will in fact evolve

independently in the time scale ßj(N) considered in the Theorem 0.4. Then

use Theorem 0.2 as follows. Given the time scale ßj(N) in (0.35) we apply Case

3 of Theorem 0.2 with this same time scale but with k = 0 ; that is, we apply

Theorem 0.2 at the individual component level. Then we get the first assertion

of (0.35). The second one is obtained using the remark following Theorem 0.2.

(f) Approximation properties of the interaction chain: Proof of Theorem 0.10.

Since we now look at the system at a sequence of time points spreading apart

but which always start beyond s(N)NJ, resp. cr(yV), we will use Theorem 0.2

to control the behavior right at these large times s(N)Nj, resp. er(yV). We will

then give additional arguments in order to analyse what happens at later time

points defined via t.

(0.68) was proved in section 3 and the ground work for (0.69)-(0.71) has

already been carried out in sections 5(b) and 5(c).

Proof of (0.69). The key ingredients here are Proposition 5.2 combined with

Propositions 5.3 and 5.4. The first step is however to use the argument of the

proofs of Lemmas 4.8, 4.9 (given in (4.49)-(4.53)) to conclude that

(5.38) S?((xlk+i(tßk_x(N))),m+)->ö{x-e),        z = 0,l,2,....

This proves that (recall (0.65))

(5.39) ^(Zif^t))   ^   ôg.
J TV—»oo

The next step is to choose £ = j + 2 in Proposition 5.3, which then tells us that

\     „=>   0.
J   N^oo

However for the first expression we can apply Corollary 5.2 after observing that

we can write

J-k

(5 41) S{N)NJ + ^ tiNJ~' = S'{N)NJ + lJ-k{N)Nk '

s'(N)/N -♦ 0,     s'(N) ■* oo    and   tj_k(N) ~* tj_k.

s(N)Nj + ¿2 tiNi~
¡=i

/-*
^\xlk \s(N)NJ + z2tiNJ-

i=\
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This will then give (recall (0.38))

The next step is to verify that

(5.42) &{ZJjkN(t)) N^pJg>k=5?(9i),        k = j,j-\,...,0.

&(ZJjkN(t),ZJjkN+.(t))   =>   ^(9[,9[,),        k = j,j-l,...,l.

To do this we first use an argument similar to that of step 2 of the proof of

(5.5) to show that

sup   \(x(Nk(Sj(N) + tL(N)ßk^(N))) - (x(Nk(Sj(N)))\
(5.43) -i<'<i

tends to 0 in probability as yV —> oo

where Sj(N) := s(N)NJ - L(N)Nk~x , L(N) -> oo , L(N)/N -^ 0 as N -* oo ,

and 5(yV) -> oo, s(N)/N —> 0 as yV —» oo. Then by an argument similar to

that in step 2 in the proof of (5.5) we obtain

^((x(%_i(SJ(N) + (t + L(N)Nk-x))\x(Nk(SJ(N))) = p)

(5-44) ^   yk
TV—»oo

Continuing in this way and also using (5.39) we obtain that

(5.45) &(ZJ_f (t), ... , Z¿'N(Í)) £  &{%,',.. , el).
-»oo

This yields relation (0.69).

Proof of (OJO). At this point we will have to make use of some properties of

the interaction chain which will be proved later in section 6. Let Ap'k be the

following law on (2P(\0, 1]))*+' :

(5.46) Al,<k=¿7(eJ0,ei,...,9Jk\9Jj+l=p).

Then by (6.24) we know that

(5.47) Ap-k .=>  S?(9o~,9'?,...,9k*>\9~ = p) = Af>k
J—»oo

uniformly in p . Furthermore from (0.25b) and (0.44) we know that the map

(5.48) p —> Ap'k is continuous (uniformly in j\).

Next recall the definition of the time scale o(N) in (0.67) and introduce a

modified time scale A(yV) (allowing for relaxation on y'-levels)

(5.49) A(yV) = (CT(yV)-5(yV)A")+,     s(N) Î oo, s(N)/N -» 0 as N -» oo.

Now observe that we can use the Markov property of our interacting system

(XN(t))teK+ = (x((t))£enN together with (0.69) to conclude that

(5.50) ^(^,o(<7(yV)), ... , xi^k(o(N))\x(tJ(A(N)) = p) ^ Aj,-k ,

and note that this convergence is uniform in p .
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Let d be a metric for the weak convergence on ¿P(¿P([0, 1])). Then by the

triangle inequality

(5.51)

d(&(x(>0(a(N),...,Xz>lc(a(N))),A%>>k)

< d ( Js?(x£,o(°(N), ... , x£,k(o(N))\x£J(A(N)) = p)

•P(x£J(A(N))edp),   ÍA^kP(x£J(A(N))edp)})
J 1/

+ d(^jAl'kP(x£J(A(N))edp), jAp-'kP(x£J(A(N))edp)^j

+ d(^JA^'kP(xtJ(A(N))edp), JAg^^y

To show that this is less than a given s > 0, first choose j > k so that each

of the second and third terms is less than |. This can be done for the sec-

ond term by (6.24) and for the third term by (0.68) and the continuity in

p of A^° 'k. Finally given this j, choose yV sufficiently large so that the

first term is also less than §. This can be done by (5.50). This implies that

d(£?(x£to(o(N), ... , x£,k(o(N))), AgK,'k) -> 0 as yV-» oo thus completing the

proof.

Proof of (0.71). Recall the definition (0.67). If we take v$ as the initial state

of the system XN(t) (which gives the stationary system), then (0.71) is proved

exactly as (0.70). The only additional observation required is to note that (0.68)

and the definition (recall (0.14)) of v$ allow us to verify that Var^w(x£, |fc¡) —*■ 0

as k —» oo uniformly in yV.

6. Analysis of the interaction chain

The main purpose of this section is to prove Theorems 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7, which

make assertions about the behavior of the interaction chains (6k)i=-k-\,...,o as
the parameter k tends to infinity. Recall that these chains were obtained by

picking a point <f and considering averages over blocks of components of the

type {£ | d(£, Ç) < \£\} with £ e {-k -I, ... ,0} in the time scale ßk(N) as
yV —> oo. This section is divided into three subsections dealing with Theorems

0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 respectively.

(a) The stability versus clustering dichotomy, Entrance laws. The principal

tool in this section will be an identity which we formulate and prove in 6.1

below. This will be used to prove Propositions 6.1-6.3 which will then yield

Theorem 0.5.

Lemma 6.1. Let f be a function in C([0, 1]) and denote by x, 9 elements of

¿P([0, I]), where x is a random element, 9 a constant. Then

(6.1) Var^.,((x,/))= (£ ¿ Wo(Varx(/)).   D
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Proof. Step 1. Define a function Ff:^>([0, 1]) -> E by setting

(6.2) Ff(x) = (x,f)2.

A straightforward calculation shows

(6.3) d-^(u) = 2f(u)(x, f),     J^£ = 2f(u)f(v).

We shall use this to calculate ETi (Ef) which is the important term in determin-

ing E k.)((x, f)1). Recall (0.7) for definitions and notation.  Let Yg denote

the unique equilibrium of the Fleming-Viot process with immigration from the

source 0 at rate c and resampling constant d. (See section 0(d),(iii).) Denote

this process by xt for the moment. Then we must have

(6.4) Ere(Ff(x,)) = Ere(Ff(x0))   W G E+

which implies, using the characterization of the process via a martingale prob-

lem (see Lemma 4.10) and relation (6.3):

0 = ETe (c(x, f) f     f(u)(9(du) - x(du))

(6 5) [0'1]

+äLLmmQAäu-dv))-

Evaluation of the terms in (6.5) gives (recall Er"(x, f) = (9, f)) :

(6 6) ° = C{d ' />2 " CEvÁX ' f)1 + dEr«{X ' /2> " dEr'{x ' />2

= -c ■ Varre«x, /)) + d • EVs(Varx(f))

and consequently we have the following two useful identities:

Varre((x,/)) = ^re(Varj((/)),
(6.7) c

ErMx,f)2) = <ö, f)2 + -Ere(Varx(f)).

Step 2. In section 2 (2.5) we calculated that

cd
(6.8) ETe(dNarx(f)) = dlNare(f)   with a" =

c + d'

Combining this with the two relations in (6.7) yields

(6.9) Varr.((x,/» = £/'^Vare(/),

(6.10) Er„((x,f)2) = (0, f)2 + d'- Varg(f).
c

,k>J
In order to exploit the latter relations we now apply the definition of pe'} and

write

(6.11)

¿y.,«x,/)2)= / •••/ Yk(d9,)Yk;x(d92)---Yj     (dx)(x,f)2.
" .7>([0,1]) /5^([0,1]) '
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Now we successively use (6.10), (6.8) and the recursion formula for dk to get

(6.12) Var *,;«*,/))= I ¿ 1 I dk Vare(/).

By the definition of dk and (2.5):

(6.13) E k,o(\arx(f)) = dkNar6(f).

Inserting (6.13) in the right-hand side of (6.12) gives the assertion of Lemma

6.1.   D

Next we come to a sequence of Propositions 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. We obtain the

convergence of pk'° as k —► oo in Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 while Proposition

6.3 studies the whole process (9k)j=_k-\,...,o as k -» °°•

We start with the case in which a is recurrent.

Proposition 6.1. If ' X)c¿"' = +00- ^e"

(6.14) /4'°   =>    /     ¿(4)fl(¿«):=^'°.   ü
fc^°° 7[0,1]

Proof. Since / in (6.1) is bounded we can use (6.1) to estimate as follows:

(6.15) 2||/|& > ( J2 f] iy o(Varx(/)).

This implies that

(6.16) Ek.o(Varx(f))   -.   0
^9 it—»oo

and hence since / is bounded and (^(^([0,1]))) is compact, we conclude

that for every weak limit point p,™'0 of {Pg'°} we have

(6.17) Eur(Varx(f)) = 0   V/e C([0, 1]).

This implies that p'g'  is concentrated on point measures; that is, for M =

{ôu I u e [0, 1]} we know that

(6.18) p™'°(M) = l.\ I rg       v      i

But we have more information available. Since f(x, f)Yg(dx) = (9, f) for

all k e N :

(6.19) Euk.0((x,f)) = (9,f)   V/eC([0, 1]), ken.

Hence

(6.20) £„.o«x,/)) = <0,/>   V/GC([0,1]).

Using (6.18) we can conclude that there exists a law Hg on [0, 1] such that

(6.21) ÏÇ~° = f ô(êu)Hg(du).
J

With (6.20) we obtain the following condition on Hg(-) :

(6.22) (0 , /) = /' He(du)f(u)   V/6C([0, 1])
J
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so that

(6.23) Hg = 0.

Therefore in particular p^ • ° is independent of the convergent subsequence we

choose from {Pg'°}keN ■

Hence we can conclude that convergence takes place and we have proved the

Proposition 6.1.

In the case in which a is transient we prove (recall M = {Su\u e[0, 1]})

Proposition 6.2. Assume that Y^ckl < oo and 9 <£ M. Then

(6.24) p'gk   ->  p^'1" uniformly in 9,

(6.25) p~>k(M) = 0,

(6.26) EpT(x,f) = (9,f)   V/GC([0,1]).   D

Proof. Step 1. The first observation is that (0/)¿=_y_i ...;o is such that the

transition kernels at times -k, ... ,0 are independent of j (if j > k). Fur-

thermore 0 —> Yg is a continuous map (see (4.21)). In fact even the composition

map 0 —> (Yk o r^-1 o • • • o r°)(0, •) is continuous uniformly in k (compare

relation (4.23)). Therefore in order to show (6.24) it suffices to prove that 9k

for k fixed does not change much if j: —> oo . Since E i¡k((x, f)) = (9, f),

this is true if the following relation holds:

(6.27)

But by (6.1)

sup     supVar ¡,k((x, f))
d€&([0,\])j>k        M«

-  0   V/eC([0,l]).
k—»oo

oo      .

(6.28) sup     supVar   k((x, /)) < ||/||L£t-
6€&((0,\])j>k M" «=7    "

By the assumption ¿~^ ckx < oo we know that the right-hand side of (6.28) tends

to 0 as k -* oo which finishes the proof of (6.24).

Step 2. To see why (6.25) holds note first that by the result (0.25) on re we
know that

(6.29) V0 0M:r¿(M) = O   V; G N.

From here one can use (6.27) to get the assertions by contradiction using that

if 0 £ M then for every y G [0, 1] there exists an / > 0, f e C([0, 1]) and
an interval (y - e, y + e) with e > 0 such that

\(9,f)-(ôx,f)\>S>0   Vxe(y-e,y + e).

Consequently by (6.27) lim^oo^-lim^oopJg'k)(M) = 0. Then use (6.29) to

conclude pJe'°(M) — 0. (See also Dawson and Greven (1993b).) This proves

(6.25). Relation (6.26) follows immediately from the bounded convergence

theorem and (6.19). This finishes the proof of Proposition 6.2.
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Next we rephrase the previous result in terms of entrance laws. We define

the law of (êf)^^- as the following limit:

^((orkez-)=w-lim^((0/),e[_J_li...;O]).
J—»oo

This limit exists since we have a sequence of time inhomogeneous chains with

the same transition kernels only differing by the condition 9_k_, = 0. Then

we argue as in the proof of (6.24) to obtain the existence of the limit above.

We prove

Proposition 6.3. (a) (9k°)kez- is a Markov chain with transition kernel Kk(9, d9')

=    Ygk\d9>).

(b) If YjkckX = +0° ' t^ien -^((0jt°)^ez- ) is concentrated on the paths which

are identically ¿¡y where U is distributed according to 9.

(c) If Yjkck~l < +00' tnen -2?((o¿0)/tez-) is a martingale and 0£° converges

to 9 as k —► -oo.    □

Proof, (a) This follows immediately from the fact that (9k)k=-j-i,...,o has this

property which is given in the proof of (6.24).

(b) This follows immediately from the fact that, according to Proposition

6.1, ^(0§°) = Jôu9(du) and since Yku = S„, Yk(M) = 0 for x f M.

(c) The martingale property follows from the Markov property of (9kx)k^z-

and Evk((x, /)) = (9, f). Finally since 9J_j_l - 9, the assertion on conver-

gence follows from (6.28) and the reverse martingale convergence theorem.

(b) The rescaled interaction chain (Proof of Theorem 0.6). The object of our

investigation is now the rescaled interaction chain (0/„(fc))ae[O, i] • We abbreviate

(6.30) è^ = 9{kJk),       ae[0, 1], keN.

We shall proceed in five steps. Steps 1-3 prove Theorem 0.6(a), and step 4 part

(b) and step 5 part (c). We shall show in step 1 how to derive the result of

Theorem 0.6(a) from the following lemmata which are proved in step 3, after

technical preparation in step 2.

Step 1. We start the analysis with the case

(6.31) ck = c,     fa(k) = (l-a)k.

Lemma 6.2. The sequence of measures {¿z?((9¿, )ae[0 i])}âtgn ¿s tight in

&(D([0, 1);^([0, 1]))).   d

As a second tool we prove a property of the weak limit points which char-

acterizes them uniquely. Introduce for this purpose the time change a —>

log(l - a)~x ; that is, define the new process

(6-32) í-flf-«*-.).     « e [0,cx>).
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zk

Lemma 6.3. Every weak limit point as k —> oo of the sequence J2?((9a)ae[0iOO))

has the property :

For every f e C([0, 1]) the following two processes are martin-

gales with continuous paths :

(6.33) «^./»aeio.oo):

=(°°)     ,     ra
((9a    ,f)2-      Var,(0c,(/)a'/i)ae[o,oo).   □

Jo °ß

With these two lemmas the proof is completed as follows. According to

Lemma 6.2 we can pick a convergent subsequence, and we denote the limit

by (0£°)q€[O,i] •   Applying the (invertible) time transformation of (6.32) we

get via Lemma 6.3 a process (9a )ae[0,oo) such that (6.33) holds. Since by

Lemma 4.10 the martingale problem in (6.33) has a unique solution, namely,

the Fleming-Viot process, we can conclude that (9a )Q6[o,oo) converges in law

to the Fleming-Viot process on â°([0, 1]), which finishes the proof of Theorem

0.6(a).

Step 2. Before we start the actual proof of Lemmas 6.2, 6.3, we prepare some

tools. First of all note that, by Lemma 6.1, for do — 1 we have

(6.34)

Var((0<fc),/))= ( ¿c-'Uvar^/)

\m=\l\        J

= (k+l- |fj)c-»_£_varff(/) = (1 - \£\/(k+ 1)) Váfo(/)|±».

The latter equality follows from the fact that for Ck — c we can solve the

recursion formula dn+l = cnd„/(cn + d„) explicitly, namely d„ = c/(c + n). The

second observation is that (F((9\ ', f)))i=-k-\,...,o is a submartingale for every

convex function F on E, and hence E(F((d[ ', /))) is increasing in £ . This

allows us to represent using (6.13) the interaction chain via a Brownian motion.

(See Dawson and Greven (1993c, Lemma 5.2) for a proof.) In connection with

(6.9) we can conclude

Lemma 6.4. There exists for each k a sequence 0 < So < S\ < S2 < ■ ■ ■

of stopping times of a Brownian motion (W(t))t>o such that the increments

(Si+[-Si)i€N are independent and the following relations hold for £ — -k, -k +
■1.....0:

(6.35) (9(k),f) = W(Sk+l),

(6.36) E(Sk+M - Sk+t) = E((d^ , f) - (9{k), f))2,

(6.37) E(Sk+M - Sk+e\9(k) = 9) = £(«0<*\ , f) - (9, f))2\9(k) = 0)

Vare(/).    D
c + ¿

Since
m

c + £

j
- ~ (log m - log«)    for«—> oo,
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using (6.37) and (6.34) we can obtain that, for /?. , ß2 e [0, 1] (ß2 > ß\), we
have

(6.38) lim E(Slßtk] - S[ßlk]\9k{l_ßM = 0) = ^^- Nare(f) + o(ß2 - /?,).

This relation will be the major tool in the proof of Lemmas 6.2, 6.3 which are

given in the next step.

Step 3. In this step we prove Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3.

Proof of Lemma 6.2. In Dawson and Greven (1993c, Lemma 5.2) it was shown

that the processes (S[/s*:])/?e[0,i], k = 1,2,..., are tight (one uses the in-
creasing property of (Sk)k€N, relation (6.38) together with properties of the

construction leading to Lemma 6.4). Therefore the processes (W(S[ßk]))ße[o,i]

are tight since W(-) has continuous paths. We can conclude that, for every

f G C([0, 1]), the processes ((0((«L,/))/3€[o,i] are tight. This implies the

tightness of the sequence of processes (0[^.])/,e[o, i] •

Proof'of Lemma 6.3. Denote by (Sf')ße[o,i] a weak limit point of (S[ßk]) ße[0,i] ■

Then (W(SßK))ßeio, i] is a martingale with continuous paths. This process de-

pends of course on the function / e C([0, 1]) we have chosen for the construc-

tion. We need to vary / in the sequel and therefore we write (-SS0 )/je[o,i]

for this process generating the time transformation. Next choose a set &" c

C([0, 1]) which is dense and countable. For every f e ¡^, (W(S^ ))ße[0,i]

is a martingale. Define the law of the process (0»°o,)/?e[o, i] by setting

(6.39) J?((9{™),f))=J?(W(S™>/))   V/e/.

From the relation (6.38) we now obtain

Var(W(S%'f) - W(Sf/)\9^ßi = 0)

(6-40) ß-,-8, ~,   «
= T^j; Var«(/) + °^2 -<&)>    -2^1-/7, Ks-

In order to obtain a time homogeneous expression we use the time transforma-

tion

(6.41) ß=l-e~s

and define

(6-42) t' = CU
Using (6.39) with the new time parameter the relation (6.40) becomes

z(oo)        ;(oo) :(oo)

Var((0j2    -0St   ,f)\9Si    =0)

(6.43) = Var(^(^r-e{p(-i2)) - ^r-áí^iC -e)
= (l-exp(-(52-51)))Var0(/)

(52-5,)Vare(/).
St—St
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z(oo)

Therefore the process (0^    )se[o,oo) satisfies

»(oo)

(6.44) ((0,    , /))J€[o,oo) is a martingale   V/ G C([0, 1]),

(6.45) ( ((9{s°°], f)2) - f Var,(oo,(/) dt] is a martingale.
V Jo °t / s€[0,oo)

It is clear by (6.39) that the process (9S )S€(o,8) has continuous paths. With
the help of Lemma 4.10 then relations (6.44) and (6.45) finish the proof of
Lemma 6.3.

Finally observe that replacing Ck = c by a sequence of Ck —» c does not

change the asymptotic relations we use in the proof. This completes the proof

of Theorem 0.6(a).

Step 4. It remains to prove Theorem 0.6(b), that is, consider the case where

(c^ is not asymptotically constant. Observe that the martingales (9\ , /),

£ = -k - 1, ... , 0, hit the set M = {ôu \ u e [0, I]} with probability tending

to one at time £ = [ak] for all / G C[0, 1] as k -> oo if Var(9{k), f)
tends to Yarg(f) as k —> oo, which is easily seen using Jensen's inequality

on (/ f(u)9(k)(du))2. On the other hand if Var(öf ', /) tends to 0 for £ =
[ak], the martingales remain constant with probability tending to 1 as k —>

oo. Applying these two facts we see from the formula (6.34) that we have for

n/m ~a G (0, 1):

(6 46) faSt Sr0WÍnS cluSterS   1   iff   (y* c-l\ d    { m-oo ° '
; slow growing clusters J        \ /   m\   ~*   1-

It remains to investigate the behavior of dm as a function of c\, ... , cm . One

proves by induction

(6.47) dn+l =        f"
1 + do Eo ck

Then we conclude that we have for m/n ~ a e (0, 1) and the assumptions on

(Ck)-

n n—\

fast growing clusters iff ^ c^1/ ^ c^x —► 0,

(6.48) m °
K ' n n-l

slow growing clusters iff £ ck ' / £ ck ' —> 1.
m 0

This proves Theorem 0.6(b).

Step 5. Since we now have that ck = ck for c < 1 we immediately get from

(6.47) that
dn      .   „_,

3Ü)Then by construction of the interaction chain we get that (0_j_1+m)meN con-

verges as j —► 0 to a time homogeneous Markov chain on 3s([0, I]) with

transition kernel Y g   . This proves part (c) of Theorem 0.6.
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(c) Spatial density of types: Proof of Theorem 0.7. The proof proceeds in three

steps. We start in step 1 to collect a number of properties of the kernels Yg

and of the paths of (9kx)k€Z- . In steps 2, 3 we then prove part (a), respectively

part (b) of the theorem.

Step 1. Preliminaries. Throughout this section we assume that YlT=o ck ' <

oo . We shall derive various properties of the process (0£°)*6z- corresponding

to an entrance law.

We first need some facts about the random variables corresponding to the

law r^(-) (recall (0.25)) which gives the transition kernel of (0?°)y6Z- at time

—k — 1. According to Theorem 0.3 we have the representation

(6.49) Yk=5? {¿2M*ôVj

where (Uj)jeN are i.i.d. 0-distributed and MJ = Vj T[J~¡(I - V¡) with (Vj)jeN

independent Beta(l, ykx) distributed (jk = dk/ck). On the right-hand side of

(6.49) we have suppressed the k-dependence in the notation. Since our goal

is to study the "concentration" of the MJ, it is useful to analyse the ¿2-norm

of the sequence (MJ) of weights and the sums Y^jLi MJ . Define the random

variables T(fe) by

(6.50) r<*> = ¿2(MJ)2
7 = 1

and its moment generating function

(6.51) 4>k(X) = E(cxp(XT^)).

Lemma 6.5.  <P¿(A) satisfies the equation

®kW = /V"2«IV(A(1 - u)2)(l - u)Kl-»yJ-l)du,

E(T^) = 7k

1 + 7*'

EUT(k))2] = ivl + ty)
11      n    lV+7k)(l+2yk)(l+'3yk)'

7 = 1 / 1=1

(6.56) Pk) = V2 + (1 - VX)2[V22 + V2(l - V2)2 + • ■ • ]

to obtain for two independent copies T^ , T^ the relation

(6.57) T(k) = v2 + {x_Vx)2fk.
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Taking moment generating functions in (6.57) yields (6.52). By differentiating

O(A) we obtain the expressions

[       '     2E(Vl)-E(V2)'

EUT^)2l = E(V?) + 2E(V2).E(T^)
U       ;J l-E((l-Vi)4)

Substituting the moments of V\ we obtain (6.53), (6.54). The relation (6.55)
follows immediately by induction over n from the representation of MJ as

VjUU(i-Vi).
Now we come to some martingales related to (0£°)jtez- . In order to formu-

late the next lemma we write (9k>)k€Z- in the form

OO

(6.58) 0£° = £ JÈfj^fy.    with (Uj)j€N i.i.d. 0-distributed.
7 = 1

This representation is possible for the following reason. Using the fact that
the kernels Y^ have the form given in (6.49), which gives immediately such

a representation for (0f)¿=-*:-i,...,o • Furthermore since 9°?k is a chain with

transition kernels given by Y g , we know that the states of this chain are atomic

measures, where no new atoms appear as k varies. It remains to show thai these

atoms arise from i.i.d. sampling from 0. Since we can construct for every k

(9k) with one sequence (Uj)J&^ of i.i.d. 0-distributed random variables in the

first time step (at —k — 1 -> -k), we know from (6.28) that letting k -+ oo

preserves the form of the random measures forming the states of the chain 0£° .

(Now recall the definitions (0.53), (0.54) for R^,M¡k).) Note that Afjk) is

nonincreasing in j whereas Afj ' is the mass at level k assigned to the atom

located at U¡ where the {Vf} is the same sequence for all k .)

Lemma 6.6. For every j: e N

(M\ ^)kez- is a martingale with respect to the filtration
(6.59)

generated by ((Ô^kez-).

(6.60)
(R<-k^)k€Z- is a submartingale (with respect to the filtration

generated by ((9kx)kez-)) satisfying

(6.61) E(RM\R(k-V) = -±-Rik-xl + -^-,     yk := ^.    D
l + Vk l+7k cw

Proof. We start with the following representation of Mk ' which follows from

(6.49) and the fact that (0°°)*:€z- is a Markov chain with transition kernels

K_k(u, dv) = Yk~x(dv) at time -k . For every jeN:

Mf = £ Xo,{Vi)MÍ .     When as in (6.49) and
(6.62)

(t/,-),-€N i.i.d. 0^,-distributed, independent of {yVf*},eN.
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Consequently

(6.63) E(M(k)\9^_{, 0£2, ...) = E(Mf »fe) = ™J ~l),

where we use the facts that {M*}ieN and (¿/,),€n are independent, that ¿^¡M*

= I, and that from the representation (6.49) we know E(luj(Ü¡)) = Mj _1)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the (c/,),6n . This proves (6.59).

Next we use the fact that ((Mjk))2)kez~ is a submartingale (cf. (6.59)) for

each /; hence the sum over j is a submartingale. Furthermore ¿^j(Mj J)2 =

Ej(Mjk))2 (reca11 (°-53) for definitions) which gives (6.60).

The relation (6.61) follows from the calculation below:

(6.64)
^(i?(fc)|0r-i>^_2!...) = £(^)|ör-,) = £££(i7//^)i7/,(^)KM;)

7     i,I

where expectation is taken over ((Uk)k€N > (Mk)ker>¡) * which is distributed as

in (6.62). Here we again used (6.49).

r.h.s. (6.64) = £ ( ££[li//r7,-)l£/,.(f/,)] • E[M¡M¡]

7    \ï,i j

= ¿2[{Mf-i))2¿2E[M¡M¡] + (Mf^)J2E[M¡2]\

=T-L-£(^ri))2+-r1 + Yk *■*     ' 1

(6.65) ¡¿(

r(t-iHîj,    yk

+ 7 k

.R(k-l) +      It
l+7k l+7k

The last equality uses the fact that Y^,¡ E[M*2] = 7k 1(1 + 7k) which was shown

at the end of the proof of Lemma 2.2, and £; M(k~x) = 1, £,M* = 1.

As an application of the previous lemmas we obtain the useful formula:

Lemma 6.7.

(6.66) ERW= il-flo + ̂ r'

Proof. From the relation (6.61) we get

(6.67) E&k+V = —--ERM + , Yk+l
l + 7k+i 1+yfc+i

so that we get the recursion relation (recall k e Z~ !)

(6.68) ER^ = (l + yk+i)ER{k+l)-7k+i.

By iteration this leads to

i=k J

(6.69) EH.™ - 1 =

o

II <1 + ̂
j=k+\

(ERm- 1).
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Since we know that, as k —> -oo, ER^ tends to zero, we obtain a formula

for /?(0) and conclude that

(6.70) ER^=(l-~f[(l + ye)-xY
\        t=k /

Finally we come to the path properties of (0£°)fcgz- •

Lemma 6.8. Assume that Ylckx < oo.

(a) If 9 e ¿P([0, 1]) is nonatomic or has countably many atoms, then a.s.

0£° has countably many atoms and 0£°, 9J° have the same atoms for every

k,jeZ~.
(b) If 9 e ^([0, 1]) has exactly n atoms, then 0£° has n atoms for every

k e Tr .   D

Proof. We first prove the second part (b). Start with the case in which 0 has

two atoms. Then by Theorem 0.5 we know that 0£° attaches positive weight to

both atoms (p0x''0(M) — 0!). To finish by reducing the case of n atoms to the

simple case of two atoms we have to use the following decomposition property

of the kernels r^(-) : If we divide the type space in the form J2ieJ A,■ = [0, 1],

A¡ DAj = 0 for i^j, and define the map A : â°([0,!])-» &(J) by

A(x)({j}) = x(Aj),

then (A(0|°))7-6Z- is the interaction chain for the system of interacting Fleming-

Viot processes where the components have state space J . This however follows

immediately from the duality relation in section 3(a) read for indicator func-

tions. Namely from here we can read off first that the evolution of the new

interaction system {A(x£(t))}£eaN is a system of interacting Fleming-Viot pro-

cesses on (âB(J))ÇÏN . Then the above statement about the interaction chain is

immediate.

The part (a) follows again using the above decomposition property. First of

all no atom in 0[oo) can disappear as time progresses (recall 0.25(a)). On the

other hand we know from (6.58) that 6koo) is atomic, which finishes the proof.

Step 2. Proof of Theorem 0.7, part (a). According to (6.60), (R{-k))k€i- is a
bounded submartingale. Therefore by the reverse submartingale convergence

theorem we know that

(6.71) RM -> r(-°°) ask^ -oo, and in L,.

The proof is now by contradiction. Denote by j(k) the index of the maximal

weight in (Afj '^n . Assume for the moment that /,(/î(~oo) > e) > e for some

e > 0. Then since £ ■ MJ ' = 1 this implies that there exists ko such that

(6.72) p(Mm > £/2) > £/2   Vk £ *o-

Since we know (see Proposition 6.3) that 0£° => 9 in distribution as k —»

-oo, therefore for any 0 < a < b < 1,

y     M[k)    -*    9([a,b)) in probability.
^—' '     k—»—oo

j:Uj€(a,b)
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Now divide [0,1] into a finite number of subintervals [a¡, b¡) with 9([a¡, b¡))

<e2/16. Then

max
i £   ^(6.73)

j: Uj€(ai,b,)

But (6.72) implies that

(k)
< e2/8   for all sufficiently large k.

Prob   max £ M(k)\[ai M(Uj) > e/2    > e/2   VA: > ko

and hence

(6.74) max
t £   "J(*)

j; Uj€[a,,b,)

> e2/4.

(6.73) and (6.74) yield a contradiction thus completing the proof that /3( oo) = 0

a.s.

Step 3. Proof of Theorem 0.7, part (b).

Step i. Upper bound for the number of types.

It suffices to find a lower bound for S¡k) such that for £ = £(k) the lower bound

converges to 1 in probability for suitably chosen £(k).  To get such a lower

bound take the representation (6.62) and estimate as follows:   (We suppress

the k-dependence of (¿/,),eN and (M*),6N  in the notation; recall (6.49) for

definitions.)

£ M(k) > £ A/f = £ £ lVji(Üi)M¡    for any {,,,..., ;„}

(6.75)
7=1 l=\ i    1 = 1

n

>\ZMh
/'=!

where for the last inequality we choose Uj, = Uf for I = 1, ... , n . Therefore

we need to prove that for £(k)/ck —» oo :

t(k)

(6.76) Z~*MÎ    ~*    Improbability.

7 = 1

This we achieve as follows. Apply relation (6.55) to write the generating func-

tion of (1 - J2"J=[ Mf) := Qn for X > ykx as follows:

(6.77) E[(Qnf] = (E(l- Vxff = (£exp(Alog(l - F,)))" = (l - j^y^

(the last equality follows by explicit calculation from the fact that (1 - V\)

is distributed as Beta^1, 1) since V\ is Beta(l, J^1))- We know that (see

(6.47))

/ oo \-'

(6.78) yk ~ c-f ¡d0~x + £cjl        ,        yk^0ask-^ -oo.

V 7=o      /
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Hence the right-hand side of (6.77) converges to zero for all X > 0 provided

that n = £(k) satisfies £(k)/c\k\    —►    oo . This proves the claim.
k—» — oo

Step ii. Lower bound for the number of types.

We need to find a sequence £(k) suchthat Sk,k, converges to zero in probability

as k —» -oo. It suffices to prove that E(Sk,k.) converges to zero as k —► -oo.

By Cauchy-Schwarz one has the inequality

E(Sk{k)) = EÍz2M^\ <(£(k))x'2 U£(<»)2 <(£(k)ER^)x<2.

By Lemma 6.6

(6.79)

ER^=(l-f[(l+yk)-1) = (l-exp(-£log(l+7,))) < f>.
\      i=k /       V V   e=k ) I     i=k

Combining the last two relations together with (6.78) leads to

/    ~ \1/2    (   ^ X'2
(6.80) E(Sk{k)) <   ¿(fc)£y<        < C[£(k)z2cil

\       i=k    I \       t=k      I

which proves the assertion.

7. Fixed point properties of interacting Fleming-Viot processes.

Universality

Let Qg and Qg  be defined as in (0.57), (0.58). The objective of this section
is to prove relations (0.59)-(0.61) as well as Theorems 0.8 and 0.9

(a)    Proof of (0.59)-(0.61).

Lemma 7.1. For every Ge'tf, ^Qx(9, du, dv) satisfies:

(7.1) ÍY^(dx)G(x, u, v)x(du)x(dv) « 9(du)9(dv).

Let H(9 ,u,v) denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the left-hand side with

respect to the right-hand side of (7.1). Then

(7.2)

&cQZ(0,du,dv)= f H(9,u, z)9(dz)9(du)ôu(dv) -H(9,u, v)9(du)9(dv),

(7.3) ||«|f¿o<H0|U,    and

(7.4) j((x,f))2YG6'c(dx) =X- j QGp(du,dv)f(u)f(v)YGg'c(dp) + (9,f)2.

Proof. Recall that r^(a\x:) is the probability law of a random probability mea-

sure and since it is assumed to be a stationary measure for the martingale prob-

lem associated with Lg'c it follows that J pY^(dp) = 0 . From this it follows

that
f

/      G(x, u, v)x(du)x(dv) = 0,     Yg-a.e. x
JaxB

if 9(A) - 0 or 0(5) = 0. From this we can conclude (7.1). Given any

fe C([0, I]2) we then have
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JJf(u,v)^cQG(9,du,dv)

=       (f(u, u) - f(u, v)) I G(x, u, v)x(du)x(dv)Yg(dx)

(7-5) rr
=       (f(u, u)-f(u,v))H(9, u,v)9(du)9(dv)

rr
=       f(u,v)Q%(du,dv),

which yields (7.2).   (7.3) follows immediately from the definition of H and

II • II •
It remains to derive the relation (7.4). The proof is parallel to the proof of

equation (6.1). For every solution of the martingale problem in (2.1) in section

2, with 9(t) = 0 and any of its versions stationary in time, we must have the

following relation (x6^([0, 1]) denotes the random element with respect to

which the expectation E is taken):

(7.6)

0 = c(9,f)2-cE^.c(x,f)2 + Ero,c [   f f(u)f(v)QGx(du,dv)
» e     Jo   Jo

= c(9,f)2-cE^,c(x,f)2+¡   [ f(u)f(v)Qg*~{G)(du,dv).
e Jo Jo

(For the last identity we use Fubini and the definition of ßf(C).) The last

equation results in the following formula for the second moment of (x, f) :

(7.7) ETC,c(x,f)2 = (9,f)2+l-fff(u)f(v)QeT(G)(du,dv).    D
6 C Jo   Jo

Remark. Note that this formula is valid regardless of whether the underlying

martingale problem has a unique solution or a unique equilibrium.

(b) Proof of Theorem 0.8. We prove first the second assertion of the theorem,

the pointwise convergence of !Fn(G) stated in (0.63). The crucial tool is the

relation (7.4) which holds for every equilibrium state of a process solving the

martingale problem in (2.1) with 9(t) = 0 . Rewrite (7.4) in terms of variances

and iterate to obtain

(7.8) Var^,o((x,/))=    ^c"1    • J j' qf{G\du, dv)f(u)f(v)

with 0Fk = Srk = &" o » • • o ̂ (G), the /c-fold composition. From this relation

we can read off first the following implication:

(7'9)        ((g^)-)-(""^i'^-)'

(Simply repeat the argument from the proof of Theorem 0.5, (0.43).) Inserting

(7.9) with ck = c e (0, oo) into the left-hand side of (7.8) we obtain
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(7 10) II {n/C)<*°'"{dU' dv)f{u)f{v) N^ooYaTe{f) = JQe(du,dv)f(u)f(v)

V/eC([0, 1]), 0g^([O, 1]).

This finishes the proof of (0.63,(i)).
The second part, (0.63(a)), now follows from (7.4) along the lines of Bâillon

et al. (1994, section 1). We refer to that paper for details.
The proof of the relation (0.62) is now easy. Without loss of generality we

can take c = 1 and suppose that

(7.11) ßf(a'G) = h(a)QG   for some h: [0, oo)-+[0, oo).

Then

(7.12) Q%"(G) = h°---°h(a)QGg

and hence according to (7.10) above

(7.13) nho...oh(a)QGe    =>   Qg.
N—»oo

This means first of all that

(7.14) nho-.-oh(a)   =>   a* G (0, oo).
N—»oo

Combining (7.14) and (7.13) we get

(7.15) G(9,u,v) = (a*r\

which finishes the proof of (0.62).

Proof of Theorem (0.9). Theorem 0.9 follows from Theorem 0.8 exactly along

the same lines as in Dawson and Greven (1993c, Corollary to Theorems 3, 4,

5). The modification needed is to replace the expression 0(1 - 0) in (4.5),

respectively (5.26), (5.27) ofthat paper, by

/   [ f(u)f(v)QG(du,dv),        /eC([0, 1]),
Jo Jo

and Fk+i(9) by S%k o ••• o g^Ca(G)(9) where we define &~C(G) by the relation

/ YG'c(dx)QG = Qgc(G). We refer to the above reference for further details.

Index of notation

¿u single atom measure at u

■^([0, 1]) = set of Borel probability measures on [0, 1]

0 = a fixed element of 3°(\0, 1])

9(p) — 9 (mean measure of initial state)

C([0, T], E) continuous functions from [0, T] into E

|| • || = supremum norm

< absolute continuity of measures

Q.N = hierarchical group

£° = (0,0,0,...)gQ*

dF^(u) = variational derivative

2C = probability law

¿Pa = atomic probability measures
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Ät(yV) = Nk time scales

Yg(-) = level k equilibrium measure

Z,f'k = level k measure-valued diffusion

Zg'k = level k stationary measure-valued diffusion in equilibrium

pJg'   = multistep transition probabilities for interaction chain

dk — diffusion constants

v-r   ,   —   N~k V Yt,x£,k — "       2~,£> : d(£ ,£')<k x£'

Beta(a, b) — beta probability distribution with parameters a, b

GEM(a) = Griffiths-Engen-McCloskey distribution with parameter a

Z = integers

N = {1,2,3,...}

Z- = {0,-l,-2,-3,...}

Z+ = {0, 1,2, ...}

a\=Csae-sds,a>-l
jo

fa(k) = cluster scales

{Ck} = sequence of multilevel migration rates

Qx.(du, dv), Q%(du, dv) (Section 0(g))

%,% ,§ (Section 0(g))

$ ((7-8))
M(k),R^,S(k) ((0.54),(0.55))

M = {ou\ue[0, 1]}

w- lim = weak limit

=>■ weak convergence
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